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PUBLISHER'S FOREWORD 

THE RECENT MONTH-LONG visit of Soviet Premier N. A. 
Bulganin, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R., 
and N. S. Khrushchev, member of the Presidium of the Supreme 
Soviet, to India, Burma and Afghanistan, at the invitation of the 
heads of state of thwe three Asian governments, attracted world- 
wide attention and interest, The U.S. State Department regarded 
i t  as a development of special concern to American interests, and 
the statements and speech- of the Soviet statesmen were widely 
commented on in the Amerimn press. 

However, while newspaper accounts reported the unprecedented 
enthusiasm which greeted the Soviet Ieaders everywhere, with as 
many as two million assembling to hear their words in Calcutta, 
and although brief quotations from some of their speeches were 
carried by the press and radio, not a singIe U.S. daily reported any 
of these speeches in full despite their extraordinary political signi- 
ficance and their import for global coexistence. 

To meet the demand for complete and verified texts of their 
remarks, the mast important speeches and interviews by Mesrs. 
Bulganin and Khrushchev have been made available, as a public 
service, in two conlpanion pamphlets entitled Visit to India and 
Visit  to Rurrnfl and Afghanistan, which include also joint state- 
ments, communiques and treaties of the countries concerned. 

This pamphlet, under the title, Our Trip to India, Buma and 
A/ghanista~a, contains the addresses delivered by Messrs. Bulganin 
and Khrushchev to the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. shortly 
after their return to the Soviet Union. 
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REPORT TO THE SUPREME SOVIET 

ON THE L I P  TO IIIII;, --.-...., 

Moscow, December xg, 1955 

Comrade Deputies: 
This session of the Supreme Soviet of the U.SS.R. is meeting 

at the claw of 1955, the year of major international deveIopments 
which led up ta important changes in international relations. 

The outgoing year will go dawn into history as one of a definite 
shift in the strained international situation which has developed 
over the past period. Not a little credit for the achievement of 
this shift is due, in large measure, to the &rta ~f the Soviet 
Union directed towards ensuring peace and security of the peoples, 
promoting international confidence and developing extensive 
politid, economic and cultural contacts between countries, irre- 
spective of their social and political systems. 

For Soviet foreign policy the year 1955 has been one of par- 
ticdarly active and p i s tent  struggle for the consolidation of 
peace, for the relaxation of internatiod tension, for wider 
cooperation between peoples and states. No one can deny today 
that the efforts the Soviet Union has made in this direction have 
been cmned with notable sums+. 



An important contribution to peace bas been, undoubtedly, 
the development of friendship and cooperation be- the 
Soviet Union and India, Burma and Afghanistan, the countria 
Comrade Khrushchw and L visited a short while ago. This trip 
is an ample manifestation of the peace-loving foreign +icy of 
the Soviet Union and a fitting conclusion of the year 1955 which 
abounded in important international deveIopmen ts. 

A direct result of our trip to India, Btuma and Afghanistan bas 
been the consolidation and extension of the relations of friend~hip 
and co-operation between the Soviet Union and these countries 
and still closer contact between the Soviet people and the great 
Indian people, the peoples of Burma and Afghanistan. But its 
significance is not confined to this, however. 

The trip assumed a great international impclrtance whi& lies, 

1 
above dl, in the fact that it has borne out once more the correct- 
ness of the fundamental Leninist principle of peaceful d s t e n c e  
of nations with diflerent social and politiral systems. The trip has 
made it amply evident and irrefutable that this principle is a 
reliable basis for suengthening peace and security of the peoples 
and for promoting international confidence. 

It is a fact that the countries of Asia, inhabited as they are by 
over haIE the world's population, are playing today an increasingly 
important role in internationd life in modern times. For centwia 
the population of many Asian countties has been subjected to 
severe colonial oppression, and some peoples are still subjected 
to it. In an effort to justify their policy and their domination over 
the peoples of Asia, the colonizers have tried and are still trying I 
to prove these peoples to be culturally and d a l l y  backward. One 
should mrt forget, however, that the historical development of 
the peoples of Asia had begun long before the European peoples 
erneqed on the historical arena. And if the social and politid 
p r o p s  of Asia was slowed down and held back for the past few 
centuries, has come about through na fault of the peoples 
of Asia, but through the fault of the colonizers who have im- 
planted in the countries of Asia, and not only in Asia but in 
Africa just as well, a system of government based on violence, 
robbery and ruthless exploitation of the population. This system 
brings fabulous wealth to the colonizers but for the oppressed 

I 
peoples of Asia and Africa it spells poverty and great suffering. 

This state of affairs endured for a long time, but it could not 
Iast forever. It was clear to anyone more or less familiar with the 
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laws of social development that national l i h t i o n  movements 
were bound to develop in Asian countries and that these would 
take on an inaeasingly large scope, This is just what has actually 
happened. The peoples of Asia have begun waking up and 
straightening out their shoulders. The factors which contributed 
to this great awakening have been the great October Socialist 
Revolution in this country and the weakening of the colonid 
powers as a result of the first and, particularly, of the second 
world wars. 

Speaking of the Eastern countries, our great teacher V. I. Lenin 
repeatedly pointed out that the masses in those countries would 
certainly rise to put an end to their status of inequality and to 
become independent participants and archit- of life. The time 
would come, Lenin used to say, when hundreds of millions of 
peopIe in Asia would become an active factor in world history 
and would play their part in deciding the destinies of the whole 
of humanity. This time has now come. Today we see the colonial 
system falling to pi- in Asia and throughout the East as a whole. 

The great Chinese people, kd by the Communist Party of China, 
have emerged on the highway of national regeneration and in& 
pendence and on tbe path of building a sodist  society. The 
historic victory of the Chinese people has had a tremendous efEect 
on the entire situation in Asia and in the East. It gave a new 
impetus to the national liberation movement of the peoples of 
colonid and dependent countries. 

The peoples of great India and those of B m a  have shaken 
off the yoke of colonial d e .  These people, inspired as they are 
by the striving for the regeneration and rejuvenation of their 
countries, have now entered the phase of independent economic 
and national development. 

The road to freedom a d  independence has been taken by 
Indonesia and a number of other Eastern countries. 
The movement for strengthening national independence is 

growing in gcope in the Axab countries. The peoples of Africa 
are active in their fight for liberation. 

Comrade Dquties: 
N. S. Khrushchev and myself have been in India for three weeks. 

All this time, from the moment we first stepped on Indian soil 
and right up to our departure h m  that hospitable land, we were 
surrounded by the fiendship and love of the Indian people who 
manifested the warmest and most friendly sentiments towards us 



and enthusiastically saluted the Soviet Union through us. This is 
why our trip to India can be described as a meeting with the great 
Indian people. 

When we went to India we knew that it was a country friendly 
to us and that we could expect a warm welcome. But what we 
saw and heard surpassed all our expectations. As we stepped down 
from the plane on arriving in Delhi we beheld the officials meeting 
us with Prime Minister Mr. Nehru at their head and csowds oE 
people as far as the eye could see and we heard an unceasing roar 
of thousands of voices. The people gathered there cried out words 
in their native tongue unfamiliar to us. But one could understand 
that they were words of hiendship and joy, so warm and sincere 
they sounded We felt we had come to true frienb of the Soviet 
people, to our brothers, 

About a million people turned out to welcome us in Ramlira 
Square in Delhi. That was an unforgettable sight. The vast gqtlare 
was filled with a surging crowd and one could hear greetings 
coming from all. sides, and read slogans written in Russian: 
"Indians and Russians are Brothers'', "'Long Liue IndianSoviet 
Friendship!", "Long Live World Peace!", "Wedcome, Our Dear 
Guests from the Soviet Union!" T h a  words of greeting =me 
from the bottom of the heart of the Indian people. 
We were proud to realize that the enthusiastic welcome the 

Indian people accorded us was meant for our glorious homeland, 
for the great Soviet people who, under the leadership of their 
Communist Party, carried out the Great October Smidist Revo- 
lution, routed their numerous external and internal enemies and, 
undeviatingly following our Party's general line, have built the 
hst socialist state in the world. 

Through us the Indian people wholeheartdly hailed the p 
ples of the Soviet Union who, in the bitter struggle against fascist 
hoxdes in the years of the Great Patriotic War, defended their 
gains and are now building a new communist society by their 
pasis  tent constructive efforts. We found that the achievements 
of our country, her successes and victories, are near and under- 
standable to the Indian people and that they welcome them 
ardently, with all their hearts. 

It is impossible to remain unmoved in recalling, further, the 
meeting with the Indian people in Bombay, Puna, Coimbatore, 
Bangalore, Madras, Jaipur, Srinagar and other cities. But our 
most unforgettable and most vivid imprmion is that of our 
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meeting with the people of Calcutta. People began assembling 
there from adjoining towns and villages 9ev-1 days before our 
arrival, Prime Minister Mr. Nehru came to CaTkutta. The papers 
wrote later on that there had been over three million peopIe 
welcoming us in the streets of that city. That was a human sea. 
surging and roaring. We heard warmest words of greetings, the 
words of friendship and love for the Soviet Union. We were told 
that many of those who were present at the Calcutta meeting came 
to the square the day before to occupy places as dose to the 
platform as possible. 
W e  have seen friendly sentiments manifested towards us, as 

representatives of the Soviet people, not only in big cities but 
also in small villages where men, women, old folks and chiIdren 
came out to meet and greet us. And there, too, we heard joyful 
cheering in honor of our country. 

We were deepIy impressed by our meeting with members of the 
Indian Parliament who welcomed us very warmly, listened to our 
speeches with great attention and heartily acclaimed them. Indian 
statesmen and the Governments of the states which we visited 
received us warmly and hospitably. They took great care to make 
our stay in India p l e m t  and useful. 

In Delhi we were the guests of Mr. Prasad, h i d e n t  of India. 
We stayed at his residence. Mr. Prasad did much to make Comrade 
Khrushchev and myself and our companions fee1 well and corn- 
fortable at his residence. We had a number of conversations with 
Mr. Prasad. We handed him a message from Camrade K. Y. 
Vomshilov, President of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of 
the U.S.S.R. Mr. Prasad expresed profound gratitude for that 
message and gave us a message of reply for Comrade Voroshilov. 
W e  met Mr. Radhakxishnan, Vice President of India, an out- 

standing statesman who, as President of the Parliament, welcomed 
us warmly and said many good thinp in his speech about the 
Soviet Union. 

It is necessary to emphasize particularly our meetings with Mr. 
Mehru, Prime Minister of India, an outstanding statesman of our 
times. All our meetings with Mr. Nehru were inspired by a sincere 
feeling of friendship. Wherever we went we always feIt his mn- 
sideration of us. 

Ardent and sinare sentiments of love and friendship for the 
Soviet peopIe have been expressed also by the peoples of the 
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Union of Burma and Afghanistan whom we met later on. In the 
cities and viuagea of Burma, in Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan, 
the population hailed the Soviet Union and the Soviet people 
through us witb a feeling of joy and sympathy. 

We heard it  pointed out in Delhi and other cities of India, 
in Rangoon and KabuI that none of those cities have ever seen 
such a friendly and impressive welcome as that given us, repre- 
sentatives of the Soviet Union and the Soviet people. 

During our tour of India, we gained a knowledge of many 
aspects of the life of the Indian people. The Government of India 
offered us the opportunity of travelling West, South, East and 
North. 

During our trip, we flew 22.5m kilomewet, about ten thousand 
kilometres over India aIone, in our Soviet plane 11-I#', designed 
by Sagei VIadimirovich Tlyushin, We toured different parts of 
India, a host of cities and villages, we have been to construction 
projects and industrial establishments, visited s t a  teowned £arms, 
many cultural institutions and saw remarkable monuments of 
India's ancient and rich culture. 

For the British colonizers, who ruled India for about two 
centuries, this rich country has been an agricu1tural and raw 
materials appendage of the Metropolis, a market for manufactured 
goods. The British were not, naturally, anxious to develop Indian 
industries. This is the way of all colonizers whose objective is to 
squeeze as much profit as they can out of the colonies, giving 
nothing, or next to nothing, in return. 

The people of India, having rid themselves of colonial oppres- 
sion and regained their independence, have set about developing 
their munay's economy under the leadership of their Government. 
Initial achievements in this direction have been gained. We visited 
and acquainted ourselves with India's leading industrid area 
which developed in recent years. I t  lies in the Damodar River 
valley, at the junction of the states of Bihar and West Bengal. 
Situated there is part of Indian iron and steel, engineering and 
chemical industries, coal pits and ore mines. 
In the town of Chittarandjan we saw a new locomotive-building 

works. This is a state-owned estabiishment which began manu- 
facturing locomotives in 1950. By the time of our arrival it had 
produced its three-hundredth locomotive. The Indians are proud 
of this works which they consider their country's first engineering 
plant. The engineers who showed us around the Works laid pax- 
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ticuIar emphasis on the fact that over 80 per eent of locomotive 
component parts were made at the Works. 

We visited also a fertilizer factory in Sindri. This is atso a new 
stateawned establishment playing an important role in the emn- 
omy of India whose agriculture badly needs mineral fertilizers. 
The town of Sindri grew up around the factory no more than 
four or five years ago: 

h d a  b an agricultural country, with more than three-fourths 
of her population engaged in farming. One of the most important 
problems connected with the expansion of agriaalturd production 
in India is artificial irrigation. Nan-irrigated fields produce low 
yields and the Indian Government is doing much to set up an 
extensive irrigation nenvoxk. 
We inspected one of India's major construction projects the 

Bhakra-Nan@ system, where a large dam is being erected and 
a power station wilI be built. This is a broadIy and boldly con- 
ceived project and interesting solutions have been found for a 
numhr of technical probIems. But of the greatest interest there 
was the memendous labor enthusiasm of the workers and engineas 
who are building that ins tallation. The Bhakra-Nangal Project 
reminded us of our h t  Five-Year Plan when we were building 
our k t  powerful establishments. 

The &vernment of India is exploring ways for advancing 
agricultural production within the bounds-of private landowner- 
ship. To this end the Government is carrying out in the villages 
measures which have come to be known as "the Communal Devel- 
opment Program" and "the Program for the Promotion of National 
Development." We were told that nearIy ao per cent of lndiaa 
villag& come within the scope of these progr- at present and 
that this system .of agrarian development is to be extended 
throughout the country under the second Five-Year Plan. 
W e  visited a number of state-owned farms. These are small but 

well organized estabLishments which, in w r  opinion, are unques- 
tionably fulfilling their psitive role as expimental farms. 

When we were in India we saw that the Indian people, who - - 

have freed themselvmi from colonial opprerssion, are capable of 
advancing boldly along the road of industrial p r o p s ,  towards 
building an economially independent state. At the same time, 
we again and again found that the Indian people are yearning 
for peace and co-operation with other nations. 

The visit of Mr. Nehru, Prime Minister of India, to the Soviet 



Union Iast summer already showed the community oi interesto 
of the Soviet Union and India in the struggle for peace and inter- 
national security which found its expression in the first Soviet- 
Indian Joint Statement signed in Moscow on June pa this year. 
In rhe course of our conversations in Delhi with Pxime Minister 

Mr. Nehru and other Indian statesmen we again exchanged views 
both on questions of further promoting friendly co-operation 
between the Soviet Union and India and on most important 
international problems. The result of these talks with Mr. Nehru 
and other Indian statesmen has been the Soviet-Indian Joint 
Statement signed on December 13. 

In that historic document of great international importance 
both Governments reaffirmed their allegiance to the principles of 
respect for each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty, non- 
aggression, non-interhence in each other's internal affairs, for 
whatever reason-economic, political or ideological, equality and 
mutuaI benefit, peaceful emexistence. These principles are a 
reliable h i s  for peaceful mexistence of states with dBerent 
social and political systems. The Soviet Government considers 
that the acceptance of these principles by other countries, includ- 
ing the United States of America, Britain and Franre, would 
contribute to the further easing of international tension and 
promoting the necessary confidence between the nations. 

The Soviet and the Indian Governments denounced in their 
Statement signed in DeIhi the current a r m s  drive which is assum- 
ing inmasingly alarming proportions and unanimously declared 
themselves for its cessation, for relieving the peoples of the heavy 
burden of military expenditures. Taking full  account of the 
danger inherent in the situation when atomic and hydrogen 
weapons are being stockpiled systematically and incessantly, both 
Governments went on record for the unconditional prohibition 
of these weapons and for ridding mankind of the fear of atomic 
war involving incalculable material damage and indculable 
human casualties. 

The Soviet Union has stood and stands for putting an end to 
the ;urns race and concluding an international agreement outIaw- 
ing atomic and hydrogen weapons and other types of weapons of 
mass annihilation, including rocket missiles which have been 
developed particularly over the past few years and, we a n  say, 
are becoming intercontinental weapons. h early as in May 1955 
the Soviet Union put forward the proposal for the reduction of 



conventional armaments and prohibition of atomic weapons. 
The implementation of this proposal would be a substantial 

contribution to peace. We are glad that the Indian Government's 
view on this noble task is similar to our own. 
As a resuIt of our conversations in India full mutuat under- 

standing was reached that the policy of military blocs which k 
pursued by certain governments directed against other countries 
is aggravating international tension, increasing the danger of a 
new war and that such a policy is incompatible with interests of 
expanding -peration between all stam regardless of their 
poIitica1 and social systems. 

The peopJes of Asian and African nations canaot but feel 
alarmed over the establishment of such aggressive military align- 
ments as SEATO and the recently daigned Baghdad pact. 

I t  is the United States, Britain and France wbich have been 
the engineers of SEATO. As for the Baghdad military grouping, 
we know only too well that it was Britain who played the first 
fiddle in whipping it up. The Baghdad pact is a new form of 
coIonialism. I t  is aggressive in essence which is shown by the 
nature of the commitments of the parties to this military grouping. 
I t  became particularly evident after the involvement of Iran into 
this grouping. 

The Soviet Government has on a number of occasions drawn 
the attention of the Iranian Government to the fact, that Iran's 
accession to the military alignments which the Western powers 
have long tried to make her jain, is incompatible with the main- 
tenance of good neighborly relations between Iran and the Soviet 
Union. Jn doing so we emphasized that we want to maintain 
good relations with Iran just as with other neighboring countries. 
Unfortunately, those responsible for Iran's policy have &men a 
different course, acceding to the Baghdad pact and thus assuming 
grave responsibility for the emerged situation. 
We wave aside as groundless the attempts of the Iranian Gw- 

ernrnent to make out that Iran's accession to the above mentioned 
pact has the objective of strengthening peace in the Middle East. 
This assertion is no uver than that the Atlantic bloc pursued 
the purpose of smngthening peace in Europe. 

We heard with satisfaction the statement made from this ros- 
trum by Mr. Saed, head of the Iranian parliamentary delegation, 
that the Government and the pople of Iran sincerely desire firmer 
friendly and gomi neighborly relations with the Soviet Union. 



However, we have to reckon with the fact that the establishment 
ol the Baghdad pact and the drawing into it of the countries 
bordering on the Soviet Union cannot but affect the security of 
our country. The Soviet Union has had to draw proper conclu- 
siom from thik 

Accordingly, the Joint Statement signed during our stay in 
India denounm the policy of military alliances and regional 

can be guaranteed. 

1 military blaa and emphasizes that it  is only through collective 
international efforts that peace and genuine security of the peoples 

The Soviet Government and the Government of India have , 

expressed the conviction that lasting peace in Asia is impossible 
without granting the People's Republic of China its legitimate 
seat in the United Nations. Both Comments have spoken of 
the need for the early settlement of other Far Eastern issues, 
including the question ol Taiwan and the &shore Chinese islands, 
on the basis of satisfying the lawful rights of the People's RepubLis 

- 

of China. 
Our Joint Statemerit expresses the hope chat these problems 

will be solved without delay through agreements. 
The Governments of b t h  countries s t r e d  the need for settling 

the Korean question on the basis of recognizing the Korean peo- 
ple's national rights and in conformity with the interests of peace 
in the Far East and the need to implement the Geneva agreements 
on Inddhina.  It is matter of record that attempts are now 
being made to raise obstacles to the implementing of these agree- 
ments, notwithstanding the fact that their violation, as rightly 
pointed out in tbe Soviet-Indian Statement of December I 3, "is 
fraught with exceptionally grave consequences alike for Inde 
China and the whole world." 

The identity of views of the Soviet Union and India on 
unsolved problems of Asia and the Far East is undoubtedly an 
important factor, capable of facilitating a settlement of these 
issues on the basis of recognition of the legitimate rights of the 
peoples and in conformity with the requirements of maintaining 

I 
pea=. 

Pursuing a pdicy of peace, the Soviet Union and India are 
succemfully -prating in a n u m k  of questions, on whme 
settlement the United Nations is working. This has been expregsed 
not only in the community of views of both states on such prob- 
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lems as disarmament, but also on the question of United Nations 
membership. We note with gratification the Indian Government's 
support of the Soviet proposal on the admission of sixteen wtes 
into the United N ations-Albaaia, Jordan, Ireland, Portugal, 
Hungary, Italy, Austria, Rumania, Bulgaria, Finland, Ceylon, 
Nepal, Libya, Cambdia, Lao$ and Spain. We share the hope 
expressed by Mr. Nehru that the countries which are today - 
outside the United Nations will goon be admitted into the 
organization. 

The Soviet-Indian Statement notes that the Soviet Union and 
India are unanimous in their assessment of the results of the 
Geneva Four Power Heads-of-Government Conference and in the 
appraisal of the recent Conference of the Foreign Ministers of 
these powers. Mr. Nehru and we reached full mutual understand- 
ing on the need to continue the efforts aimed at easing inter- 
national tension considering that negotiation is ' the k t  inethod 
of settling disputed issues. 

Comrade Deputim, the cornunity of views between the Soviet 
Union and India on important international problems is explained 
not by transitory reasons and a,miderations dictated by current 
developments. It stems £ram the fundamental interests of the 
peoples of both states who are striving for peace and security. 

The Soviet people, led by the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union, are engaged in peaceful constructive endeavors of building 
Communist sodety, carrying out the sweeping plans of economic 
and mf turd deveIopment and raising their living standard. We 
have not theatend and do not threaten anyone, and in the 
Soviet Union all the peaceloving peoples will always find a 
staunch fighter for the cause of peace and international Mpera-  
tion. 

The peace-loving policy of India also rests on deeprooted 
foundations stemming from the character of the development of 
the Indian state. We saw what great efforts the Indian people are 
exerting to develop their economy. From talks with Mr. Nehru 
and other Indian statesmen we learned the magnitude of the tasks 
facing India in advancing the living standards of the population. 
The Indian people are vitally interegted in peace, are interested 
in working peacefully and mating material values for the good 
of their counuy. 

The Soviet Union's and India's cummunity of interests in the 
struggle for peace constitutes a solid foundation for the mainte 



nmce and further development of the friendly relations estab 
lished between both countries. 
Of great importance for the continued consolidation of our 

relations with India are the economic ties between the two coun- 
cries and the utilization of the available potentialities. For that 
reason the Indian Government and we exchmmd views on the 

1 
ways and means for the further development of Lnornic relations 
and expansion of trade between India and the Soviet Union. 

We agreed that the Soviet Union will deliver to India within 
three years, beginning with 1956, one million tons of rolled ferrous 
metals, including goo,ooo tons in the first year and 850,000 tons 
each in the next two successive years. By agreement between the 
parties India wiIl also be supplied with d i v a  industrial plant 
and other goods. Understanding was reached that the Soviet Union 
would increase the purchase d Indian g o d .  Both sides came to 
the conclusion that it was necessary to organize reguiar shipping 
lines between the ports of the U3.S.R. and India and to establish 
aerial communication between our countries. 

The Soviet Government holds that international cooperation 
means specifically the exchange of experience between countries, 
including countries with difierent social systems. During our 
meetings in India we pointed to the willingness of the Soviet 
Union to share its experience with India and fmt and foremost 
experience in economic construction. At the same time we said 
that we do not want to impose our experiene on anyone, but if 
the friendly Indian people should wish to make use of that experi- 
ence to some extent, we would readily share it with them. We also 
would like to and must utilize the experience of India which has 
an age-old culture. 

The Soviet Union's consolidation of political and economic 
relations with India can and should be supplemented by the 
development of cultural bonds between our countries, which is 
desired by both sides. During our sojourn in India we learned of 
the great gifts of the lndian people who have created world- 
renowned monuments of material and spiritual culture, inimitable 
models of national architecture, their o m  remarkable s c h d  of 
histrionic art, dancing and music, which preserves and develops 
the traditims of folk art. 
In India too there is a great striving for cultural rapproache- 

ment with the Soviet Union. We welcome this striving, convinced 
that such rapproachernent wilt benefit both peoples. 



Xn India we had many meetings and talks with statesmen and 
civic leaders, managers of industrial establishments and farms, 
workers in science, culture and the arts, representatives of the most 
diverse vmtions. All of them were highly interested in the Soviet 
Union, and in the life and activities of the Soviet people. We 
invited many of them to visit our country to get better acquainted 
with the Soviet people, to see for themselves how they live and 
work. This no doubt will further strengthen friendship and bring 
our peoples still closer together. 

Our frank statements an Goa and the hshrnir question have 
aroused great dissatisfaction of the reactionary p m  and of some 
foreign statesmen. 

It is known that Portugal's small colony, Goa, is still preserved 
on the agesld Indian territory. The Indian people rightly demand 
that an end be put to such an intolerable situation, demand Goats 
liberation. Suffice it to look at the map of India and at these 
"possessions" of the Portuguese usurpers to become convinced 
that the M a n  Government justly and lawfully raises the question 
of reunifying this territoty with India. The Soviet Government 
supports this just demand of India and holds that the preservation 
of a Portuguese colony on Indian territory, as in general the 
preservation of the colonial regime in our times, is a disgrace for 
the civilized nations. 

As for the Kashmir problem, it has been mated by states which 
pursue definite military and politicd objects in this area. On the 
pretext of supporting Pakistan in the Kashrnir question, certain 
countries tried to entrench themselves in that part of India in 
order to threaten the areas around Kashmir and to exert pressure 
on them. Attempts have k e n  made to sever Kashmir artificially 
from India, to turn it into a foreign military base. 

The people of Kashmir have resolutely #me out against this 
imperialist policy. The Kashmir question has already been settled 
by the people of Kashmir themselves. They consider themselves 
an integral part of the Republic of India and strive to build in 
the fraternal family of Indian peoples a new independent India, 
to fight for peace and the security of the nations. We have become 
profoundIy convinced of this during our meetings with the people 
in Srinagar, in talks with the esteemed Prime Minister of Kashmir, 
Mr. Ghulam Mohammed Bakshi, and his colleagues. 

The Soviet Government supports India's policy on the Kashmir 



question because it fully accords with the interests of cowlidat- 
ing peace in that part of Asia. We stated reo when we were in 
Kashmir, c o n k e d  it at the press conference in Delhi on Decem- 
ber t4, and xe- it now. 

Our trip to India brought our countries still closer together. 
The friendly ties binding the Soviet Union and India were appre- 
ciably strengthened. We had known before we came to lndia of 
the sincere haanal  feelings of the Indian people for the Soviet 
peoples and became still more convinced of this during our visit. 
PoIitiml and economic -operadon between our countries re- 
ceived a am big stimulus for its all-round development. Broader 
prospects for expanding cultural and scientific relations were 
opened up. 

We, Soviet people, wish our great friend, the Indian people, 
every success in advancing their country's economy, in developing 
induscry and agriculture, in raising the material and cultural 
standards of the popuIation, in strengthening the Republic of 
India as an independent and sovereign state. 

Friendship and -peration between the Soviet Union and 
India is a major factor in safeguarding peace and the security 
of the nations. We shall continue to develop and swengthen this 
great biendahip. 

1 am going over to our trip to Burma. 
Burma has embarked on the road of independent national 

development as a result of the selfless struggle of the whole people 
against the centuriem1d rule of the British colonialists, and then 
during the second world war against the incursion of the Japanese 
militarists who ruthlessly robbed the Burmese people and looted 
their possessions. 
In the struggle for their independence the Burmese people have 

displayed resolution and heroism. The leader of the Burmese 
people in their atruggIe for independence, the popular hero Aung 
San, and his companions-in-arms fell at the hands of the enemies 
of national liberation. 

But the people have achieved their goal-they smashed the 
shackles of wlonial slavery and created an independent state, the 
Union of Burma. Surmounting great difbculties, due to the come- 
quenoes of colonial oppression and war desuuction, the people 
of B u m  undertook to restore and consolidate their country's 
economy. 

The visit of Prime Minister U Nu of Burma to the Soviet Union 

x8 



in October and Novemkr this year initiated close friendly contact 
between the Union of Burma and the U.S.S.R. 

A Joint Soviet-Burmese Statement, permeated with the desire 
to strengthen the spirit of confidence and cooperation in inter- 
national relations, was signed in Moscow on November $. The 
Statement stressed that the share  and friendly relations between 
our countries are founded on the well-known five principles oE 
peaceful ex i s tence ,  which have already k e n  recognized by 
many states and peoples of the world and are fully aimed at 
strengthening peace among the nations. 

Our visit to the Union of Burma from December t to December 
7 of this year, the meetings with the peoples of this hospitable 
counwy and personal contact with its leaders once again confirmed 
that Burma actively advocates the maintenance of friendly rela- 
tions between stata, condemns the policy of setting up military 
bloa and champions joint collective efforts of states in the con- 
solidation of peace. 
On December I ,  we arrived in Rangoon, the Burmese capital, 

where the city's population and the leaders of the Burmese Gov- 
ernment headed by Prime Miuister U Nu gave us a friendly and 
very warm welcome. Similarly warm and joyous meetings with 
the people of Burma took place in the other cities we visited 
during our sixday sojourn in that country. Besida Rangmn, we 
visited the Shan State, part of the Union of Burma, and its capital 
Tounggyi and also Mandalay, the second biggest city of Burma. 
Everywhere the Burmese people cordially and sincerely hailed the 
Soviet people, the Soviet Union and the consoIidacion of Burmese- 
Soviet friendship. 

Particularly joyful was the impression made on us by the meet- 
ing with the students and the faculty of Rangoon University in 
which several thousand Burmese youth and gids study. The young 
generation of a peopk that has thrown off the yoke of colonial 
oppression is taking the first steps in assimilating scientific knowl- 
edge essential for independent advance along the road chosen by 
the people, for the development of their national economy and 
culture. 

The University students listened with rapt attention to the 
speech of Comrade N. S. Kbrushchev who told them in detail 
about the Soviet Union, our life, the educational system in our 
country. Great interest. was aroused by sections of the speech 
condemning the imperialist powers' coIonialist policy and stating 
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that the Soviet Union does not support the colonialist policy and 
resolutely opposes it. 

This statement, as many other parts of the speech, was enthus- 
iastically approved by the students and professofs. 

During our stay in Burma we had useful meetings and talks 
with Dr. Ba U, Resident of the lhion of Burma, to whom we 
conveyed the personal message of Comrade K, Y. Voroshilov, 
President of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U,S.S.R. 
Dr. Ba U received this message with many thanks. 
We on behalf of the Government invited U Ba Swe, Burmese 

Minister of Defense, and U Kyaw Nyein, Minister of Industry, 
to visit the Soviet Union. Both Ministers accepted the invitation. 

Special mention should be made of our meetings and t d k s  with 
Prime Minister U Nu of the Union of Burma, which proceeded 
in a warm and friendly atmosphere. T h e  result of these meetings 
was the Soviet-Burmese Statement signed in Rangoon on Decem- 
ber 6, 

The statement notes the cornmudty of views of both countries 
on the main international issues requiring settlement: disarma- 
ment, including prohibition of atomic and hydrogen m a p ,  
 he Far-Eastern problem, including the need to satisfy the legiti- 
mate rights of the People's Republic of China with regard to 
Taiwan and the offshore islands of China, and the question of 
granting the People's Republic of China its Iawful seat in the 
United Nations. 
The Governments of both countries reafhmed their unanimous 

opinion that the policy of building up bloa must be condemned, 
that only the policy of non-participation in such bbrm prc 
motes confidenm and g o d  will between nations. "International 
peace can be strengthened and confidence in the future ensured 
for the peoples not by the formation of blocs but only by the joint 
and collective efforts of all nations," the Soviet-Burmme Statement 
points out. 

The Community of views of the Governments of both countries 
was also established as regards the results of the Geneva Four- 
Power Heads-of-Government Conference and the r w n t  Confa- 
ence of the Foreign Ministers of these countries. The Soviet- 
Burmese Statement of December 6 stresses that both countries 
stand for the continuation of joint efEorts to settle outstanding 
international issues. 

Our relations with Burma rest on a solid foundation beenuse 



both sides are vitally interest4 in maintaining and extending 
co-operation on the basis of the five principles of peaceful 
m-existence. 

Our economic relations with the Union of Burma are founded 
on the principles of equality and mutual benefit and preclude the 
imposition by one side of political or any other fettering terms on 
the other side. In fuIl conformity with these principles, supported 
also by the Government of the Union of Burma, we negotiated 
during our sojourn in Rangoon for the consolidation of Soviet- 
Burmese co-operation in the economic, cultural, scientific aad 
technical sphere% specifically for the expansion of trade between 
Burma and the U.S.S.R. 

Agreement was reached that the Soviet Union will moperate 
in drawing up an agricultural project, in carrying out the main 
irrigation development work and in building some industrial 
establishments in Burma. Burma on her part will sell to the Soviet 
Union rice, and if the quantity of purchased rice does not com- 
pensate for the a t  of our deliveries, in such cases Burma will 
enjoy the right of &it, that is, of instalIment payments in kind 
over a number of years by mutual agreement. 

As a token of good will and respect for the people of the Union 
of Burma we offered, on behalf and on the instructions of the 
Soviet Government, to build and equip with the means and at 
the expense of the Soviet Union a technological institute in 
Rangoon as a gift to the people of the Union of Burma. 

The Government of the Union of Burma deeply appreciated 
the motives which prompted the Soviet Government to make this 
offer, and accepted the gift with deep gratitude to the Soviet 
Government and the Soviet people. 

On tehalf of the Burmese people, Prime Minister U Nu offered 
in his turn as a gift to the Soviet Union a corresponding quantity 
of rice and certain other Burmese products. On behalf of the 
Soviet people we gratefully accepted this gift. 

The leading statesmen of Burma and broad circles of the 
Burmese intellectuals are evincing a great desire to develop cul- 
tural relations with the Soviet Union. We declared that the Soviet 
Union was ready to develop cultural relations with Burma inas- 
much as this can only be of benefit to both countries and can 
promote the further consolidation of friendly relations between 
them. 

The Burmese Government expressed its satisfaction with the 



gmd will manifested by the Soviet Government during the n e e  
tiations in Rangoon. On our part we wished the Burmese Union .! 
an early liquidation of the consequences of colonial oppression , I  
and the war damage, the consolidation and rallying of the Bur- . 
rnese people, further s u c c e ~  in the building of their economy 1 
which will be independent of foreign states and free of the diffi- ' 
culties which it stilI encounters because of certain foreign countries 
which are striving to place Burma at a disadvantage in the world : 
markets. j 

The peoples of the Soviet Union and Burma are unanimous r 
in their desire to preserve and consolidate peace, to ensure the 
security of the peoples and further dwelop -tian and 
friendship among the nations. Comrade Khrushchev's and my stay 
in Burma as guests of the Government, the meetings we had with 
the Burmese people have brought the Soviet Union and Burma 
still dom together. Friendship and mperation between our 
countries is assuming the signilicance 01 a factor of growing 1 
importance for the easing of international tension. 
W e  will make every effort to develop and strengthen fiendship 

and mperatian between our two states for the good and the 
happiness of our peoples. 

Now, I shall go over to the mulu  oE our trip to Afghanistan. 
1t k difbcult to overestimate the significance and the result of 

our mjaum in Afghanistan m guests of the Royat Government. 
The Soviet Union has a common frontier with Afghanistan stretch- 
ing for 2,346 kilometxes. and is bound up with that country by 
long-standing ties of duse and friendly relations. 
The Afghan people have won their national independence in a 1 

fierce struggle against tbe British imperialists who tried to turn I 

Afghanistan into their colony. The intrepid Afghan people thrice 1 

emerged victorious from this struggle and in  gig finally estab- 
lished their independence and statehood. An important part in 
the estabbhment of Afghanistan's independence was played by 
the defeat of the intementionists in Central Asia by the Soviet 
State. 

Afghanistan has always enjoyed the invariable support of the - 
Soviet State. Our country was the first power to recognize Afghan- 
istan as a sowreign state as early as 1919. In her turn Afghanistan 

1 

was one of the first foreign countries to recognk the Soviet State 
mated as a result of the Great October Socialist Revolution. 
These facts show how deeplwted are the good relations which 

a t  



developed tehiwn the two countries. Experience has shown that 
these +neighborly relations are completely in keeping with 
the vital interests of the peoples of both countries. 

Our meetinp in Kabul with His Majesty the King of Aghan- 
istan,+ Mr. Mohammed Daoud and other outstanding statesmen 
of Afghanistan showed that they wish to preserve and develop 
the good-neighbor relations between our countries. 

This desire of Afghanistan's Royal Government can be ody  
welcomed by us and we pointed this aut while in Kabul. On its 
part the Soviet Government did and intends to do everything 
n-sary to strengthen and develop our relations with this 
neighbor country. 

The exchange of opinions with the leading statamen of 
Afghanistan revealed the desire of both Governments to promote 
the further easing of international tension and the extension of 
international co-operation. We note with satisfaction the commu- 
nity of views held by both Governments on a number of inter- 
national hues, including disarmament and the problems of Asia 
and the Far East, which found its expression in the Joint Soviet- 
Afghan Statement signed in Kabul on Decemkr 18. 
In our speeches in Kabul we set forth our views regarding the 

Pushtunistan question which greatly worries the Af-n people. 
Pushtunistan is a region inhabited by "independent Afghan 
tribes." In 1893 the region was included in the British Empire, 
and in 194 j, concrary to the interests of the tibes inhabiting it, 
Pushtunistan was incorporated in Pakistan. 

We think the demands of Afghanistan to give the population 
of bordering Pushtunistan an opportunity of freely expressing 
their will are justified and grounded. The people of this region 
have the same right to national selfdetermination as any other 
people. There can be no justification for the stand of those who 
do not want to reckon with and disregard the lawful national 
interests of the people of Pushtunistan. 

Our relations with Afghanistan are based on a number ol 
treaties concluded since the establishment of an independent 
Afghan state. lrnportant amcng them is the Treaty of NeutraIity 
and Non-aggression k t w e e ~ i  the U.S.S.R. and Afghanistan ol June 
'4, 1931. 

During our sojourn in Kabul, agreement was reached with the 

+Mohammed Zahir Shah, the Prime Minister of Afghanistau 



Royal Government of Afghanistan to prolong the abve-mentioned 
treaty for 10 years, ix., until 1966. We a h  agreed that upon the 
expiration of t h i s  term the treaty shall remain in force if neither 
of the parties gives notice of its termination. A special P r o w l  
was signed for tbt  purpose in Kabul. This act is of great signifi- 
cance and shows that both sides earnestly regard their commit- 
ments and intend to develop their relations on the basis of the 
concluded treaties and agreements. 

We hold that the policy of neutrality and @-neighbor rela- 
tions pursued by the Royal C;owxnment of Afghanistan with 
regard to other countries promota the consdidation of the posi- 
tions of the Afghan state. In contradistinction to Pakistan which, 
owing to her participation in the Baghdad military alignment 
landed in a difEcult situation as r e  her home and foreign 
affairs, Afghanistan undoubtedly has great opportunities for its 
indqxndent state and economic development. 

We would be glad il Pakistan muld also make use of these 
opportunities. The Soviet Union wants to maintain equally 
friendly relations with Pakistan as with India, Burma and Afghan- 
istan and we are not to blame if these are lacking so far. Never- 
theless, the Soviet Govwnment has exerted and will: continue to 
exert efforts to improve our relations a h  with Pakistan. 
In Afghanistan we had a very fruitful exchange of opinions on 

the question of economic relations between our countries and 
their extension. Talks with Afghanistan's leading statesmen 
I>rought to light new opportunities for the further development 
of economic moperation between both countries and, specifically, 
the expansion of Soviet-A fghan trade. 

Qn instruction of the Government we agreed to 'grant Afghan- 
istan a iongterm credit amounting to loo million United States' 
doIlal-s. 

While in Kabul we invited, on behalf of the Soviet Government, 
Prime Minister Mohammed Daoud of Afghanistan to visit the 
Soviet Union at a time he finds convenient. Mr. Mohammed 
Daoud accepted the invitation and expressed the desire to visit 
our country in t956. We have no doubt that Mr. Mohammed 
Daaud's vidt to the Soviet Union, just as the trip I made with 
Comrade Khrushchev to Afghanistan, will further promote the 
strengthening of friendly relations between our countries. 

During the period of 36 years which have elapsed since the 
founding of the independent Afgban state, our relations with it 



could serve as an example of true god-neighborlinas and friendly 
cooperation. We intend to continue developing our relations with 
Afghanistan in a way which would answer the interests of the 
peoples of both countries and the interests of consolidating peace. 

We want to see Afghanistan an economically strong and polit- 
i d I y  independent country, and we are glad to point out that our 
policy with regard to it meets with the complete understanding 
of the Afghan Royal Government and the Afghan people. 

Comrade Deputies, the consolidation of our friendly reIations 
with India, B u m  and Afghanistan is a triumph of the Leninist 
principles underlying the peace-loving foreign poIiq of the Soviet 
Union, a triumph of the principles of peaceful -existence. 

It is known that the Soviet Union, India, Burma and Afghani- 
stan differ as to their &a1 and political systems. However, this 
circumstance does not and will not hamper the further consoli- 
dation of relations between our countries. A solid basis for these 
relations are the five known principles of which I have spoken 
almve. 
These are the principles on which the Soviet Union, the People's 

Republic of China, India, Burma, Afghanistan and several other 
countries of Europe, Asia and Africa, base their relations between 
each other, and with the other countries, We profoundly respect 
thew principles which are compIetely in keeping with the funda- 
mentals of the Soviet Union's foreign policy, and hold that if 
more countries subscribe to them and take them as their guide, 
confidence between the states will develop more successfully, and 
the easing of international tension and the consolidation of peace 
will proceed at a more rapid pace. 

Our trip to the countries of Asia, it is known, has met with 
wide regponse throughout the world and especially in the coun- 
tries of Asia and Africa. 

Addressing meetings and civic receptions in India, Burma and 
Afghanistan we spoke of the friendly sentiments entertained by 
o w  p p I e  to the peoplm of these countries, of the Leninist peace- 
ful policy conducted by our state. 
We greeted the peoples who have thrown off the fetters of 

colonial slavery, and sympathized with those peoples who still 
languish under 'the yoke of the mloniaIists. In his speeches Corn- 
rade Khrushchev frankly and truthfully presented our view regard- 
ing the actions of the imperialists and the colonialists in Asia, 



Africa and everywhere they formerly lorded supreme or where 
they still preserve their domination. 

Foreign press reports indicate that great importance is attacbed 
to these speech= in the Eastern muntries. In particular, the p m  
notes that not a single representative of the b o u p i s  world would 
dare to tell the Asian peoples the truth about the colonial powers, 
and that such things could be said only by those who are cham- 
pions of equality among the peoples and who conduct an active 
struggle lor the freedom of all the countries of the world and for 
their development along lines oE their own choosing. 

Our straightforward, sinme wards were received with sympathy 
and understanding not only by those we addressed. Our words 
were heard far beyond the frontiers of India, Burma and Afghan- 
istan, they were heard by t h  other peoples of the Asian and the 
Afrimn mntinents. 

Together with these peoples the positive results of our trip 
are acclaimed by the broad public of the People's Republic of 
China and the People's Demoaacies. Our trip is approved by 
progressive-minded people throughat the world, and by all our 
Eriends. 

However, not everybody liked our visit to the countries of Asia. 
Our speeches in India, Burma and Afghanistan, and the dom- 
ments of friendship signed in Delhi, Rangoon and Kabul, evoked 
dissatisfaction and even indignation of the reactionary press and 
the official representatives of certain counties. They do not like 
our friendship with India, Burma and Afghanistan. But we like 
it very much, and we will strengthen it, just as we will strengthen 
friendship and co-operation with other countries. 

Certain Western statesmen disliked ow frank statements regard- 
ing the colonialist policy. But we. just as the Asian and A£rian 
peoples, dislike even mare the colonial policy itself. We come out 
and will continue to come out against it beause we hold that 
colonial regimes are a disgrace €or present day mankind and are 
incompatible with the peaceful and democratic principle of the 
United Nations. 

During our trip statements appeared in the Western countries 
alleging that our visit to India, Burma and Afghanistan had the 
purpose of undermining relations between the peoples of these 
countries and the peoples of the Western stater Such assertions 
are absolutely groundless. The consolidation of friendly relations 
between the Soviet Union, India, Burma and Afghanistan can in 



no way prejudice relations between these nations and the ather 
PP~= 

On the contrary, it will promote the development of interna- 
tional co+peration. 

This, perhaps, is not quite dear to those people who got into 
the habit of thinking in terms of military blocs and pacts. But 
we have a difEerent approach to the question of improving rela- 
tions between the Soviet Union and the other states. Similar views 
are held by the leading statesmen of India, Burma and Afghan- 
istan, who, just as we do, stand fox the expansion of international 
moperation on the basis of peacefui m-existence. 

Comrade Deputies, the results of our trip to India, B u m  and 
Afghhtan show once again how important personal contacts 
between leading statesmen are for the consolidation of under- 
standing between the peoples and the relaxation of international 
tension. We intend to make wide use of such contacts in the future. 

I want to avail myself of this occasion to express, on behalf of 
the Swiet Government and our people, heartfelt gratitude to the 
peoples of India, Burma and Afghanistan for the cordial and 
warm reception accorded us. 

We convey ardent greetings tb the peoples of these three coun- 
tries-sincere friends of the Soviet Union-and wish them success 
in the consolidation of their national independence and in their 
peaceful mative labor. 
We thank horn the bottom of our hearts Prime Minister Nehru 

of India who saw to it that our sujourn in India was beneficial 
to both c o u n h .  

We express cordial gratitude to Prime Minister U Nu of Burma 
with whom we have established warm and friendly relations. 

We warmly thank Prime Minister Mohammed Daoud of Afghan- 
istan who is actively upholding the independence and neutrality 
of his country. 

We think it our duty to express our acknowledgements to Mr. 
Prasad, President of the Republic of India, Doctor Ba U, President 
of the Union of Burma, and to His Majesty the King of Afghan- 
istan Mohammed Zahir Shah. 

We thank a11 the statesmen and civic leaders of these countxies 
who contributed to the success of our trip and rendered us all 
2tssistance. 

In andusion I deem it necwrsary to state that the Soviet 
Government will unswervingly and resolutely carry out all the 



agreements with India, Burma and Afghanistan concluded during 
our trip there. We will spare no efforts to develop and strengthen 
friendship and c~operation between the U.S.S.R., India, Burma 
and Afghanistan for the good of our peoples and for the benefit 
of world peace. 



REPORT TO THE SUPREME SOVIET 

By N. S. Khrushchev 
ON THE TRIP TO INDIA, BURMA 

AND AFGHANISTAN 
Moscow, December eg. 1955 

Comrade Deputies: 
We heard the report of Comrade Nikolai Alexandrovich 

Bulganin on the results of our trip to t h e e  hiedly  countria- 
India, Burma and Afghanistan. The report expresses the main 
thing which it was necessary to present to rhe Supreme Soviet 
concerning the results of our trip to those countries and the 
negotiations we conducted there on behalf of the Soviet Gwern- 
ment, the agreements reached between the Government of the 
Soviet Union and the Governments of India, B u m  and Afghan- 
istan. 

I fully agree with all the points in Comrade Bulganin's report. 
I also want to speak on same questions. 

The Soviet Government has gladly accepted the invitation of 
the Prime Minister of India. Mr. Nehru, and has sent us to 
India on a friendly reply visit to establish personal contacts with 
the leaders and the people of that country. Our countries have 
many things in common which unite them and the most important 
is the struggle for the consolidation of world peace. 



I think there is no n d  to speak on the imprtance of the 
RepubIic of India. The great Indian people are Eully resolved to 
consolidate the national and political independence of their 
country which they have won. India, as a peaceloving state, plays 
an ever growing part in settling many major international ques- 
tions, She is an active fighter for the maintenance and mmlida- 
tion of wmId peace. 

The peoples of India, who have liberated themselves from the 
colonial xegime, are persistently searching for their own ways for 
developing the country. The Government of the Republic of 
India, headed by such an outstanding statePman and political 
leader as the esteemed Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, is con- 
sistently pursuing its own policy independent of other states. And 
this is worthy of great respect. 

The dose wntact and businesslike cooperation of our countries 
is useful and benefiaal to both sides. 
W e  were guided by similar considerations, accepting the invi- 

tation of the Government of B m a  and the Government of 
Afghanistan to visit their countries. 

We knew that our visit to India, Burma and Afghanistan would 
arouse the dissatisfaction of the colonialists who are afraid that 
the consolidation of friendship between the Soviet Union and 
countries which but recently were under their heeI would tend 
further to weaken the p i t ions  of the colonial powers, But the 
Mews. colonialists have only themselves to blame. 

It is generally known that the Soviet Union's principles of 
cooperation and friendship with other states radically differ from 
the principles upon which the cofonidists' policy is based. The 
Soviet Union, setting an example of prolound understanding and 
respect for the interests of all peoples and countries, big and small, 
praweds from the premise that there are no unequal or inferior 
peoples. 

Strengthening friendship with other states, the Soviet Union 
does not impose its will upon them, does not dictate any prelimi- 
nary conditions, as the imperialist states do. It does not seek any 
special advantap for itself but proceeds from the prindple that 
it is dealing with equal partners whose interests must be respected. 

Each pople have the right to arrange their life as they wish. 
The enslavement ar pillage of one caunuy by another is the 
greatest injustice and disgrace. 

Equality of the peoples, non-intafmnce of some states into 



the internal flairs of other states, non-aggression, p e d u l  co- 
existence of countries irrespective oE their polirical system-it is 
on these prinaples that our relations with other countries have 
always bew founded. The strict obsemance of these principles by 
us, our mopration with Asian states, which is becoming ever 
closer, campel the colonialists to revise their tactia with regard 
to the countries where they seek to retain their pitions, ease 
the p i t i o n  ob thm countries. 

And this is a factor of no little importance, 
We also had in view that our visit to India, Burma and Afghan- 

istan will not only faditate closer contact between the leaders of 
our countria but will aIso bring the popks closer together. The 
peoples of India, Burma and Afghanistan were able to learn more 
abwt the Soviet Union, the life of the peopIes in the Soviet land. 
And tbis will swengthen our friendly bonds. And, lastly, we were 
firmly convinced that our trip to India, Burma and Afghanistan 
will still more strengthen the p i t ions  of peace throughout the 
world, will weaken the hemp of the warmakers. Even this con- 
sideradon by iwlf made our trip imperative, because the cause 
of peace is a great c a w  expressing the supreme desire of all 
mankind. 

Now we a n  say the big hopes placed in this trip have been 
fully justified. 

C~mrade Deputies, 
f will not take up your time with a redid of my impressions 

of the tour of India, Burma and Afghanistan, since that would 
require too much time. I will say only one thing: these impressions 
are exceptionally strong and moving. They are unforgettable. 
And the strongest of them is the impression of meetin@ with the 
PPI~. 
We expected to be warrnly received in India both by the leaders 

and the people. But what we felt from the very first moment of 
our arrival there surpassed all o w  expectations. 
Both in Delhi, the Indian capital, and in the other states and 

cities of India we were welcomed by hundreds of thousands, 
millions of people. And these were exceptiondly hearty meetings 
expressing the ardent Iwe of the peoples of India €or the peoples 
of the Soviet Union. 

Wherever we came we were surrounded by friends, who cheered 
for eternal and inviolable friendship of India and the Soviet 
Union. The great family of the Indian peoples received us, envoys 



of the great Soviet people, as warmly and heartiIy as a hiendly 
family welcomes a kIoved b r d e r .  

Similarly hearty was the weIcome amrded us by the peoples of 
Burma, Prime Minister U Nu and the other leaders of the Union 
of Burma. We were remived just as warmly in Afghanistan both 
by the people and the Prime Minister, Mr. Mohammed Daoud, 
and the other leadm of Afghanistan. 

We naturally were Ear from thinking that the elation and ex- 
pression of the most ardent love displayed by the peoples of India, 
Burma and Afghanistan for us were meant for us pemdly .  
We saw in this an expression of the boundless love and respect 

of the peoples of the friendly countries for the peoples of the 
Soviet Union. 
We saw in that sincere r e w i t i o n  by the peoples of India, 

Burma and Afghanistan of the historic services of the peoples of 
the Soviet Union in the struggle for world peace, for the radiant 
future of all d i n &  

During our sojourn in India, Burma and Afghanistan we had 
a broad exchange of opinions with the governments of thm 
countries on many important questions of international affairs. 
And everywhere we found common mutual undmstanding on alt 
the questions we discussed. And we discussed chiefly questions 
of peaceful mxistence of muntria with different socia1 system, 
the further development of emnomic and cultural relations be- 
tween our countries. 

The community of our views was revealed in the course of the 
talks and we swiftly found mutually acceptable soIutions of these 
problems and the necessary formulations for the joint statements 
and agreements. 

So it was in India, so it was in Burma, so it was in Afghanistan. 
I t  is very pleasant to note this point. 

Does it not show that given g o d  will and honest intentions 
of the leaders of countries, it is possible and necessary to settle 
peacefully all questions of relations among countries notwith- 
standing the diexence in soda1 systems? 

There are such common questions whose settlement is a h  
IuteIy indisputable and mutually acceptable, in which all the 
peoples are equally interested kmpective of whether they live 
in socialist countries or capitalist countries. We can successfully 
c q e r a t e  in settling these matters. 

Perhaps the most graphic and convincing example of thh is 



the relations of the Soviet Union with India. The social and 
politid systems in the Soviet Union and India differ. We and 
the leaders of India have different views on a number of matters. 
Neither we nor our friends, the leaders of the Indian state, conceal 
this pint .  

This, however, d o e  not prevent us and our Indian friends, 
while adhering to the five prin~ples of peaceful coexistence 
which we have placed at the basis of our relations with other 
countries, from maintaining and developing friendly relations 
between the Soviet Union and India. The warmhearted and 
friendly relations between our countries are progressing and j developing. 
Our relations with the Union of Burma and with Afghanistan, 1 our old friend and gwd neighbor, are developing in the same 

direction. 
As a result of our journey to India, Burma and Afghanistan, 

&ere have been concluded between the Soviet Union and these 
countries mutually beneficial economic agreements which serve 
the interests of the Soviet Union, India, Burma and Afghanistan. 

In such states as the RepubIic of India, the Union of Burma. 
and Afghanistan we see equaI partners in the struggle for peace 
in the whoIe world. Between us and the leadm of the countries 
which we visited there exist no two difFerent opinions on the 
questions of the struggle for peace. And these questions are the 
main ones, and in their solution the whole of mankind is vitally 
interested. 

Our journey to India, Burma and Afghanistan and the results 
of the Soviet-Indian, Soviet-Burmese and Soviet-Afghan nego- 
tiations haw made a g o d  impression upon aH friends of peace. 

In some countries, however, our trip was met in a very un- 
friendly and even openly hostile manner by some people, including 

1 some officials, and gave rise to virulent ourburnts against us. 
This is true mainly of Britain and the United States of America. 

1 This line was taken up or, to be more exact, echoed in other 
countries, Canada, for instance, where Foreign Secretary Mr. 
Pearson made a shortsighted statement. What is the reason behind 
this? 
W e  have been condemned, lectured and subjected to other 

forms of pressure because we, in their eyes, have allegedly taken 
a wrong stand against the colonialists, because we sharply con- 



demned this form of enslavement and plundering of the peoples 
of the colonial and dependent countries by the imperialists. 

What new have we said about the colonialists aad the colonid 
regimes? Why did our statements cause such a frenzy among the 
colonialists and their apologists. After all, we quoted universally 
known and undeniable facts. 

It is a fact, for instance, that the British wlonialists-not the 
people but predsely the colonialists-had dominated in India 
for almost two centuries, that they oppressed for a long time the 
peoples of Burma and Afghanistan. 

What was the uphot of all this? 
I will take the liberty of quoting such an eminent authority on 

this question as che universaIly esteemed Prime Minister of India, 
Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru. 

He emphasizes in his book "The Discovery of India" that 
"the m a t  obvious fact is the sterility of British rule in India and 
the thwarting of Indian life by it. Alien rule is inevitably cut off 
from the meative energies of the people it dominates. When this 
alien rule has its economic and cultural wnwe far from the subject 
country and is further backed by raciaIism, this divorm is mm- 
plete, and leads to spiritual and cultural starvation of the subject 
peopIes." 

Characterizing the consequences of the British rule in India. 
Mr. Nehru remlls the devastating famine which occured in the 
country in the years of the second world war. He writes: 

"The famine unveiled a picture of . . . poverty and ugliness 
and human decay after atl these generatiom of British rule. That 
was the h i n a t i o n  and fulfilment of British rule in India. 

"It was not the calamity of nature or play of the elements that 
brought this famine, nor was it caused by actual war operations 
and enemy blockade. Every competent observer is agreed that it 
was a man-made famine which could have been foreseen and 
avoided ." 

It can be added to this that according to the Indian economist 
Singh, -author of the book "India's Food Problem," India was 
ravaged by famine I 8 times during the last quarter of the 19th 
century alone; 26 million people died from starvation during this 
period. During the soth century the scale of the Earnines 
even bigger. In 1943 alone three and a half million died from 
starvation in India. 
Such are the facts. They do not speak in favor of the co~odalisa. 



Just as tragic was the .fate of the Burmese people who also 
e x p r i e n d  the domination of the British colonialists. As fax 
back as 1824 Britain began an armed struggle for the conquest 
of Burma which ended with the complete occupation of &he coun- 
try in 1885. Burma was ruled by a Goverm~Gened appointed 
by Britain who held unlimi€ed powers. 

During World War I1 Burma was accupied by Japan. Aher 
Japan's capituIation in 1945, the British mlonial authorities again 

, returned to Burma and tried to re-establish their domination. 
However, the patriotic foras of Burma, which had matured in 
the suuggle against Japanese oxupation, offered resdute &t- 
ance. In January 1948 the British imperais& were forced to grant 
independence to Burma. 

The peoples of India, just as the peoples of Burma and Afghan- 
istan, did not invite the colonialists so that they auld pillage 
these countries. The colonialists establishd their domination in 
these wuntries as a result of aggressive and predatory wars. The 
territories of India and Burma were not uninhabited when the 
nolmialisb invaded them. They were populated by peoples who 
.mi their own highly develaped culture, It i s  known, for instanre, 
that the culture of the Indian p p l e ,  was not inferior to the 
cuItuxe of the European countries, Britain mcluded. But India 
was weak militarily, and she had inferior armaments. Only for 
&s reason she fell prey to the COloniaIists. 

Today, some proponents of the colonial regime say: Don't y m  
see, we voluntarily granted freedom to India. 

This ha to put it mildly, a rather hazy explanation of why the 
I colonialists withdrew £ram India and acquiesced to the existence 
I of an independent Republic of India. 

They were forced to agree to this because they had no other 
choice. If rhey tried to remain in India, they wadd suffer great 
loses but all tbe same they would be swept out by the Indian 

" d m  
people just as the Chinese people expellsd from China the d- 
oniafists of every shade and hue, and together with them the 

In predatory Chiang Kai-shek dique 
The colonialists sometimes like to say that rhey played a great 

historic part in spreading civilization. These fables are calculated 
€or simpleminded or exceptionalIy gullible people, who do not 
know history. 

Maybe the British cu10nialhts redly raised the cultural Ievel of 
the p p l e  in the countries they conquered, maybe they helped 



the countries to build up their own industry, to develop science 
and to enhance the living standard of their population? 
No, they were robbers in the full sense of the word. They robbed 

these muntrie and considerably hampered their development. I 
recall how during our visit to a dairy farm in Bombay, Mr. 
Desai, Chief Minister of the Bombay State, said with bitterness: 
Everything was reduced to nil during the years of British domina- 
tion. We were all but turned into barbarians during these zoo 
years. 

The peoples of India, Burma and the other coun~ies which 
were lorded over by the colonialis& will have to exert much 
effort in order to liquidate the horrible cumquenms of colonialist 
rule, 

After all it is a fact that but recently more than 80 per cent 
of the Indian population and 63 per cent of the Burmese popu- 
lation were illiterate. 

It is a fact that the living standard of the Indian population, 
whose exploitation riteralIy brought fortunes to the British colon- 
ialists, is considerably below that of Britain's population. The same 
refers to Burma and the other wuntria which were lorded over 
by tbe colonialists for a long time. 

Wait a moment, the advocates of the colonial system might say 
to us, after all, thee countries were incorporated in the British 
Empire and enjoyed ahnust equal rights with Britain. 

But where is this equality then? 
We have found no traces of it. We saw that during their domi- 

nation the British colonialists built magnificent palaces for them- 
selves both in India and in Burma. 
They provided conditions for a group of turncoat feudah, and 

supported them. But the many-million-strong Indian people 
was deprived of all rights and most cruelly exploited. 

It is natural therefore that the Indian people d d  not m n -  
ciIe themseIvef to such a situation. The Indian people and all its 
fighters against the colonialists' rule in India led by such out- 
standing people as Gandhi, Nehru, and other leaders, played an 
important part in the achievement of po1itid independence by 
India Of course, we sympathized with their struggle, re jo id  
in their successes and we pay due tribute to their courage dis- 
played in this struggle. 

Now we are told that by coming out against the mloniarists, by 
exposing their predatory policy, we have displayed some sort of 
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unfriendliness with regard to Britain and the other countria 
although we did not name these other countries, and even Britain 
was rather rarely mentioned by us. However, we do not want to 
play hide and seek. 

We know, as all the world dm%, who were the mlonialists in 
Tndia, Burma and Afghanistan. 

Indeed, speaking about the u n s e d y  role of the colonialists, 
we had in view the British colonialists, too. But colonialists are, 
after all, not all 01 Britain and not her people. The British 
colonialists will never get the right of identifying themselves with 
the people of Britain. 

Our statements contained nothing that could in any way offend 
Britain or the British people. We profoundly respect the talented 
and industrious British people and want to be hiends with them. 

We said nothing insulting or ofEensive about the hitish Gov- 
ernment, too. But we condemned and condemn the colonid 
sptem and think that the sooner it will be ended the better, be- 
cause it  is a profoundIy unjust, misanthropic system. The sooner 
the coianial nations get rid of it, the better. We are the most 
sincere friends of those who fight against colonial slavery and the 
colonial dependence. We will rejoice in and acdaim the destruc- 
tion of the coIonial regimes. I think that the majority of the 
British people will a h  a d a i m  this. 

The time when the colonialists could lord it in the colonial 
and dependent countries with impunity is receding inw the past. 
Eut the colonialists themselves, naturally, do not want to give up 
voluntarily the system which gives them an opportunity to rob 
whole natiom This cannot be expected. 

Through our statements and actions we want to express our 
sympathy for thaw peoples who have not as yet rid themselves 
of the colonid yoke, for their national liberation struggle. 

We understand that the colonialists bear grudge against us be- 
cause our statements discuss the past work of the colonialists in 
India and Burma. 

Attempting to justify in some way or other the actions of their 
predecessors in the oppression of the peoples of colonial and de- 
pendent countries, they are striving to preserve the presentday 
positions of the colonialists which are still very strong. The colon- 
ialists stiH have many colonies. 

Take, for instance, Africa. I t  is all divided up among the 
European and non-European countria There are ditkrent ways 



and different methods of conducting the mionialist policy, but the 
chains of mlonial slavery are no lighter bellause of this. These 
chains strangle the peoples of  he colonial and dependent countries 
and muse their hatred against the colonialists. 
The peoples of these countries are ever more resolutely rising 

to the struggle against the colonial regimes. And we sympathize 
with this struggle and wish success to the peoples who are waghg 
it. 

It is simply surprising when certain short-sighted politicians 
accuse us of unfriendliness with regard to Britain or the United 
States and allege that we want these countries to quarrel with 
India, Burma and other countries. They themselves commit un- 
friendly acts with regard to these countries. 
How can India regard, for instance, the statermnt made by Mr. 

DulIes and the Portuguese Foreign Minister, Mr. Cunha, con- 
cerning Goa? 

Just think of what DulIes said: he permitted himself openly to 
declare that the Indian territory of Goa must belong to Portugal 
merely b e a u s  the Portuguese invaders conquered it 400 years ago. 
In connection with this the Indian p m  recalled quite justly 

to Mr. Dulles that 2 5 0  years ago the present-day United States of 
America was a colony of Britain and that iE we adhere to his 
logic then Dulles should consider himself to be a subject of her 
Royal Majesty the Queen of Great Britain still today. 

To agree with Mr. Dulles' statement would mean not only to 
bless, but perpetuate the system of colonial oppression, 

Of course, we mnnot agree to this. We think that this is an 
incorrect statement arising from an incorrect appruach to the 
interests of the peoples. The Indian people and the leading 
statesmen of India rightly messed the joint DulIesCunha com- 
munique regarding Goa, which is a shame for the civilized nations. 

Permit me, in connection with this, to say a few words about 
another question legitimately worrying the Indian people, namely 
the so-called Kashmir question. During our stay in Kashmir 
Nikolai Alexandrovich Bulganin and 1 dearly and definitely 
stated what the Soviet people think about thii question, which 
was not raised by the people, but artificially fanned by certain 
states trying to incite enmity among the peoples. 

We have seen in Kashmir that the people regard their territory 
to be an unalienable part of the Republic of India. The Kashmir 
pwple haw irrevoably decided this question, and we are deepIy 
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convinced that they will be able to settle their a f b h  without 
foreign interference regard& of whether this is to the liking of 
thase who would like to create a seat of trouble and international 
tensions in Kashmir. 
The concern displayed by the Indian people and their G o m -  

mar regarding the consolidation of their state and the satisfaction 
of the legitimate desires of all the nationalities inhabiting the 
Republic of India are clme and understandable to the Soviet 
people, just as the striving of all the peoples fighting for their 
national indepemdence is dose and understandable to us. * In the statements we made in Lndia and Burma we said that 

our country is simultaneously a E m p a n  and an Asian power, 
that the p t e r  part of irs territory is located in the Asian con- 
tinent. In doing s~ we emphasized that dl the people of the 

! Soviet Union, regardless of whether they lived in the European 
or Asian part of the country, and regardless of the color of skin 
or meed, make up a united fraternal family of peoples strong by 

I its indestructible friendship. All the peoples of our country are 
I united by the great goal of building communism. 

The Swiet Union is a great multinational state comprised of 
16 equal, voluntarily united Union Repubh. All the power in 
our country is vested in the working dass, the working peasantry, 
the intellectuals, the working ~ o p l e  of the Soviet society. 

We have always opposed national oppression, exploitation of 
man by rnan in whatever form, and all the mare so, the rule of 
the heaolonialists who have brought so much misery to mankind. 
We stated this with dl straightforwardness and frankness once 
again in our speeches in India and Burma, stressing that the 
d o n i d  system is a system hostile m the people and profoundly 
unjust. 

Why then have the colonialists become so excited now? 
They are excited because our words meet with great sympathy 

among the masses, and not only in the places where we spoke, but 
also in places where people heard about our statements and where 
they will more than once hear about the unshakeable position 
of the Soviet Union which condemns the colonial system of op 
p k n g  and enslaving the peopIes. 

These are words of auth, and the imperialists wiU not succeed 
in barring them by any iron curtains. 

It  should be noted that DuUes' position is condemned not only 
by tbe enemies of colonialism, but alsa by men who are not 



enemies of the ~ I o n i a l  regime. We can r e h  if only to the speech 
of the American Senator Kefauver. 

"Above all," the Senator said, "we in the United States must 
campleteIy disassociate ourse1ves horn the old colonialism in Asia." 
Please note that Mr. Kefauver urges the United States to dis- 

associate itself not from mlonialism in general, but fxom "old" 
colonialism, 
H e  would want the colonialists to look for new forrns to rein- 

force their colonial rule, he advocates "new" colonialism. 
Therefore he mlls: "We must not allow our aid to be used 

LO prop up bad governments!' 
This is quite n valuable admission. 
The colonialists see how xesoluteIy the peoples are rising 

against colonial davery. They see that the peoples are prepared 
for self-sacrifice, for bold exp lo i~ ,  for sel&ss struggle for the 
freedom and national independence of their countries. The pea 
ples have already driven out the aolonialists from a number of 
countries. 

An inspiring example for all the peoples of the colonial and 
dependent wuntriea is offered by the struggle of the great Chinese 
people who, having cast off the foreign yoke, took their destiny in 
their own hands, under the guidance of the glorious Communist 
Party, built up the mighty People's Republic of China and are 
now successf ulIy building socialism. 

Today the coIonialists have decided to change the forms of 
their colonial rule, They use less and less crude forms of vioIence 
as the sending of their troops to colonial countries and other 
acts of rude intervention in the atrairs of the enslaved countries. 

They do all this more delicately now: they bribe people who 
are in power, implant "good governments" and build up a- 
sive blocs like the Baghdad pact. 

They allot money for secalled "economic aid," give arms "free 
of charge" to some countries. But to pay for these arms the states 
getting them must provide cannon fodder to the colonialists and 
set up big armies, thereby wasting away their peopla. 

The colonialists give a dollar as "aid" in order to get subs* 
quently ten dollars for it by exploiting the peoples who accepted 
such "aid." Having a c h i e d  this end they enslave the peoples 
politically as well. Such are the "new" forms of colonialists' ruIe. 

And this is the w e  not only in the muntries of Asia, Africa 
or other socalled underdeveloped cauntries. The United States 



monopolists are zealously intraducing such foxms of 'aid" in 
European countries. Why, even NATO reeks strongly of the same 
smell. 
What is &ere to explain suCh "genemity" of the United States 

when it gives arms free of charge to European muntries, including 
Western G e r m m y  which is a highly developed country itself? It 
pursues the m e  object: to harness to itself with a golden chain 
not only the underdeveloped, but also the thehighly developed 
countries. 

Exposing such a plicy we say that NATO and other simiIar 
blocs are orpizations which pursue far-reaching politiml and 
economic ends. 

It is said that NATO has been set up k u x  the Soviet Union 
allegedly manifests a tendency tu -ion and therefore, don't 
you E, it is necessary to aeate some kind of a superstrong joint 
array of member countries of NATO and to counterpoise it w the 
Soviet Union and all the countries of the socialist camp 

It is not difEcult to divine who needs such a lie and for what 
. purpe .  

It is used to divert the attention of the masses from the change 
which are taking place in the countries that are becoming in- 
masingly dependent on the United States moniopolists. 

But the artificially mated mirage is already beginning to vanish 
and people are begrnning to discern the truth £ram the untruth. 

People are beginning to reason as follows: if the Soviet Union 
actually had intention to blaze the path to a new mckd system 
in other caunmiai by war, it would have done m long ago. 

Indeed, who dws nat know that the Soviet state had the strong- 
est army at the end of the war? Nothing prevented the Sovie4 
Utlioa at that time from advancing its mobilized armies and occu- 
pying the whole of Eumpe. This, however, did not happen, nor 
could it have happened. 

Well known is the precept of Marxism-Leninism that revolu- 
tions are not exported, that they are made by the peoples them- 
selves who are fighting for their liberation. Soviet men and women 
have always followed, and will follow, the path of peaceful - 
existence indicated by the great Lenin, which envisages non- 
interference in the intern1 shim of other states. 

Why then have certain imperialist elemeno whipped up the 
war hysteria after the war ended, peeking to intimidate the PO- 
ples with the sham "Soviet menace?" 



They  have done so pursuing their selfish interests. 
Their aim is ckar-the imperialists needed to rob the people 

with impunity, to develop at the expense of huge taxes the war 
industry, in which the tycoons of the manoplies working for war 
are so interested. 

They are raking in huge profits an this business. Suffice it to 
reall that the big United States monopolies are now getting profits 
from war production more than doubk those they had during 
the war. 

In 1955 the profits of American corporations, according to pre- 
liminary figures, amount to 43,000 million dollars. So that the 
manopolisu have money for rendering the =-called "aid" to 
countries which the United States is drawing into its sphere of 
influence. In fact this is not aid, but handouts of leftovers from 
the master's table, made conditional upon fettering obligations. 

The Soviet Union denounces such a policy. I t  bases its relations 
with other countries an the principles of equality and mutual ad- 
vantage, on the principles of non-interference- in the domestic 
affairs of thee countries. 

When we render economic or technical assistance to one or 
another country, we do so as friends, without imposing our terms. 
We have no surplus capital. Our economy is operatd according 
to a plan. We are nat interested in the export of capital and in 
the export of goods which we produce in quantities needed for 
our country, for our allies and for trading with foreign countries. - 
So far some p o d s  in our country are produced in smaller quanti- 
ties than needed fox satisfying the growing requirements oE the 
countty. 

And notwithstanding this, we consider it our duty to share 
with our friends, to help then1 in a brotherly way. Such help 
rendered on muludly advantageous terms is of benefit to both 
sides. Our friends see that they get unselfish help from us, that 
they are allotted resources from our internal funds. And this can- 
not but be appreciated by friends because it tmtifies to our honest 
intentions. 

In these conditions the monopoIisxs have to reorientate them- 
selves somehow. Some of the more sensible bourgeois leaders say 
now that the capitalist countries have to increase economic help 
to underdeveloped countries. This is not a bad idea. Let the 
capitalist countries render such help. This is much better than 
to involve these countries in military bloa and allianms. 



This help which the capitalist couneries intend to render to 
states who m t l y  won their independence cannot but be re- 
garded as some kind oE help by the Soviet Union to these MU- 

tries. If there would be no Swiet Union would the monopoIist 
circles and the imperialist states render help to the underdevel- 
oped counb-ieg? Of course not. This bas never happened More. 

But ns 1 haw already said, the soalled free aid in the capitalist 
understanding of the term may actually bring about the enslave- 
ment of thme to whom it will be rendered if it is regarded indie 
criminately in thase countries. 
Mr. MacMillan, ex-Minister of Foreign Affairs of Britain, re- 

v- the Comavative Government's achievements recently, 
declared, among other things, that his Government had achieved 
a satisfactory settlement with Iran, with the resuIt that Abadan 
oil started flowing to Britain in a broad stream. 

But this is the w d t h  belonging ta Iran that is flowing. This 
is gold flowing from Iran into the safes of British, Amdcan, 
Dutch and French banks. And this is at a time when the people 
of Iran are in dire straits. Giving " a i d  m Iran, they are taking 
Iranian oil for a song and coining pfia out of it, out of the 
hunger and poverty of the Iranian people. 
We are not telling the peoples of Asia: do not take the aid 

which Amerimn and British monopolists nxe offering to you. But 
we honestly warn them that one must be careful a b u t  taking 
such "aid" bemuse the monopolists do not give anytbing for 

The =pitalists give nothing free of charge. Capital cannor 
exist without profits. 

Comrade Deputiw 
1 have said already chat we retain the best of recollections of 

our stay in India, of our meetings with the leaders of the Indian 
Government, leading cfficials of the states, with the workers, peas- 
ants and inteUeauls of India, with aU those we happened to 
meet. 
We set much value on our friendship with India, with her great 

and industrious people, on the friendship with Mr. Nehru and 
other outstanding statesmen of India with whom we came into 
contact and want to maintain and develop our £riendly relations. 

Both we and our Indian friends would like to dweIop and 
txrengtben these friendly relations by no means to the detriment 
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of India's and the Soviet Union's friendly relations with other 
countries. 

Our friendship, as we understand it, should not be confined to 
fiendly contacts with one, two or a few nations. We want to be 
friends with all nations. 

We are happy, therefore, to s n  our friends developing friendly 
relations with third nations including those with whom our 
relations are, perhaps, somewhat strained and cold for some reason 
or other. We hope to improve our relations with those nations 
through India, whom we consider our friend. 

we-have always striven earnestly and are striving for friend- 
ship with all countries including the capitalist ones. We shouId 
like to live in friendship, for instance, with the most powerful 
capitalist nations, the United States of America, Britain and 
France. 

Should we achieve that, and it depends mainly not on us but 
on the Governments and the peoples of the United States, Britain 
and France, it would create conditions for genuine peaceful m- 
existence and competition of the two systems. 

UnEortunately, we have not achieved it yet, but we do not give 
up the hope and we shall be unsparing of our efforts in this 
direction. 

We fully understand and support the p i t i o n  of the Indian 
leaders who have declared that India holds a neutral p i t i o n  
between us and other states. India is a neutral state indeed and 
deserves the trust and respect on our part as well as on the part 
of other nations. 
W e  have most brotherly relations with the great People's 

Republic oE China. The peoples of our countries m brothers. 
There have developed and are becoming firmer our good 

friendly relations with the Republic of India Wherever we 
rravelM in India we heard the words coming from the bottom 
of the hem of the people: "Hindi-Rusi bhai bhai!"-"Indians 
and Russians are brothers!" And the Soviet Union, the Peop1eYs 
Republic of China and the Republic of India constitute half of 
mankind and are a powerful force in the struggle for preserving 
and strengthening the peace of the world. 

Comrade Deputies, 
Some foreig;r leaders and also most unmupulous bourgeois 

journalists, discussing the results of our trip u, India, Burma and 
Afghanistan and analyzing the statements we made in those coun- 



C W k ,  ate accusing the Soviet Union of giving up the spirit of 
Geneva, This is not true. 
We have shared most actively in d i n g  the important mtribu- 

I 
tion to the relaxation of world tension whkh resulted Srom the 
meeting of the Heads of Gavernmnt of the Four Powerrs in 
Geneva. 
We worked to bring about this relaxation a h  both at the 

Heads of Government Conference and at the Conference of the 
Foreign Ministers who were instructed to consider such a@- 
importmt items as the safeguarding of -seutrity in Europe and the 
Gaman problem whi& is related to it, d i m m e n t  and a h  the 
development of East-West contactar. ' It is not we who are to be blamed for the failure so far to 
achieve the resutm wanted by the peamloving peoples who are 
striving for a further lessening of tension in international rdations 
and a strengchdng of v. 

The Geneva Four Power Toplevel Conken= as well as the 
Foreign Ministere Conference, but the Heads oE Government Con- 
ference abwe dl, bave been w e l d  enthusiastimUy by tbc 

, peqples all over the world. The desire of the peoples to bring 
about an easing oE international W o n  and a strengthening of 
peace obliged the parties to those eonferenca to plan their state 
menu and propals accordingly. 

One has to admit, un£ortunately, that the representative of 
the Watern Powers at the Summit Conferma did not go any 
further beyond honqred words in favor of a relaxation of inter- 

. national tension. This is true parricularIy af their Foreign Min- 
i s ~  who proved unwilIing to work in red earnest and to apply 
themselves to achieving the aims fixed for them by the Heads of 

' Government Conference. 
This  i s  an indication &at the Governments of t h  Western 

Powers, havhg delegated their plenipotentiaries to the Confer- 
ence of the Four Heads of Gwernment, did not appear to wish 
&he questions the conference had on irs agenda to be settled 

, practially. Going to that conference thy were making a conmion 
to public opinion which brought pmaure w hear on them. 

The wry faa of summoning the Conference of the Pour Heads 
of Gowmment, the etaternem which m e  made &ere and the 
p-m of actinn &awn up by the Heads of Government for their 
Fareign Minisms, all this has, certainly, contributed to rdieving 
inmt iond  tension and r a i d  hopedl for some sort of more 



con- steps towards preventing armed conflicts and abolishing 
the "cold war." 

That was how the "spirit of Genwa" came into being. 
The peoples welcomed this because they want security, they 

want taxes to be reduced, arms expenditures to be cut and the 
huge funds released to be used for advancing the living standards 
of the population. This is the concrete wish of the peoples. 

But just what the people like, what the peoples dream of, is 
not to the liking of the capitalists manufacturing atomic and 
hydrogen bombs and other arms. They take the prospect of arms 
reduction, and still more so disarmament, as a prospect of reduced 
profits to which they cannot by any means bring themselves to 
agree- 

That is why immediateIy upon the conclusion of the Four- 
Power Top-level Con Eerence t h a e  who are maaaEacturing the 
means of annihilation and those doing their bidding in the leading 
p i t ions  of capitaIist states made no attempt at all to extend and 
promote the spirit of Geneva but instead sought to nip it in the 
bud. 

As for the Soviet Union, its representatives both at the Heads 
of Government Meeting and at the Four Power Foreign Ministers 
Conference did everything within their power to achieve a positive 
result 

This desire of ours has not been reciprocated, unfortunately, 
and the questions of so much interest to the whole of mankind 
were left unsolved. 

We shall not spare our efforts in trying to get these questions 
settled positiveIy in the long run. But our efforts alone are not 
enough for this. The efforts of our partners are also required. 

Finally, a tremendous role should be played by the forces of 
public opinion, the millions of people who stand for the safe- 
guarding of secririty, for disarmament, for a relaxation of inter- 
national tension, and far the ~ a t i c m  of the "cold war!' 

The problem of ensuring European security is the most burning 
issue of the day. It is on the settlement of this issue that the 
adjustment of other international problems depends. You know, 
however, that our partners to the talks--the United States, Britain 
and France-caunterposc the German problem to this issue. 

Their position is that Western Germany should be reunited with 
the German Demouatic Republic, with alt the social gains of the 
GDR working people to be wiped out, and that this German state, 



j anited and inkegrated with NATO into the bargain, be armed to 
the teeth. On these terms they are not averse to signing a "Eura- 
.F?n security" treaty, although this would, in practice, not only 
hd to safeguard European security but would, on the contmy, 

L add much to the danger of a new war being unleashed in E m p e  
with all its grave comequenmi for the peoples. 

The adwmtes of chis p i t ion do not conceal that there is but 
. one purpose behind this military combination; that is u, strengthen 
the camp of NATO countries and to make it  overwhelming enough 
to force the USSR and the People's Democracies to knuckle under 
to &em and to accept their terms. 

A nice sort of "security" this is1 
Every sober-minded person will understand that plarrs like tht 

are not destined to come to kuition. And if there is a genuine 
desire to solve the problem of emuring European secarity the 
a p p c h  to this should bc a serious and a realistic am, based 
on the real state of affairs. 

This real, state of aiEairs is characterid, first of all, by the ex- 
istence of two stam with diBaenr politid and s o d  systems in 
German territory today, with one of them-the German Demwratic 
Republic-pursuing the course of strengthening P a m  and democ- 
racy, and the leadem of the other one-the German Federal Re- 
public-clinging to the poiicy "from positions of strength," with 
moreover the Eacr that the GFR itself is a party to the aggressive 
NATO bloc. 

What does this show? That in the present conditions there is 
no real pmibility to reunite these two G e r m  stat= which are 
so different. But does this mean that there is no possibility now of 
ensuring collective security in Europe and promoting thereby 
peace throughout the world? 
No, it  does not. 
Britain and the USSR. France and Fohnd, Czechoslovakia and 

B e l g i u d  European counnries as well as the United States are 
interested in sakgmding security in Europe and creating the 
conditions for the mngolidation of pace. 

If we xeally proceed £tom this premise and if we bear in mimi 
that both German states which now are members of opposed 
digments of states could sumssfully take part in a general Eum- 
pean security system which would replace both thw alignments, 
then the question can be settId in accordance with the interests 
d the peoples. 



We see no other solution. No one can compel us to reinforce 
with our hands the military bloc directed against the Soviet Union 
and other peace-loving countries, 

And this is exady what is wanted by those who are proposing 
that we agree to such a unification of Germany as would enrail 
the participation of the united Germany in an aggressive anti- 
Soviet bloc 

We would wish that our position on this question be properly 
understood in the Grsr place by Germans especially in Westem 
Germany. The peoples of the USSR, Germany and the European 
People's Democracies were twice inveigled in sanguinary world 
wars and it was the peoples of our country and Germany who h e  
the biggest sacrifices in these wars. It is high time now to think 
about this and to find a right solution precluding the recurrence 
of such events in the future. 
As for our relations with Western Germany, we have more than 

once stated that in the interests of bo& the Soviet Union and the 
German Federal RepubIic it wouM be expedient to establish 
good friendly relations between our countries. There are a11 requis- 
ites lor the establishment of such relations. 

I will mention in passing that our efforts to safeguard general 
European security and to achieve a wrrespnding settlement of 
the German question to no degree run counter to the interests of 
Britain and France. And, on the contrary, if we assume £or a 
moment that the utterly unfeasible dream of kllimse United 
States Ieaders to incorporate a united Germany in an aggressive 
bloc were realized, in that case the French and the British would 
hardly lead a calm life. Then the hands of the G e m  revenge- 
seekers would be untied. They would act in their usual way and 
of course France would be a tempting morsel for them. 

We speak a b u t  this not at all because we wish it to be so. 
No, we will do everything for it not to be so. But the experience 
of history teaches us that such a danger exists, all tbe more so 
since France is weaker than the Soviet Union and the People's 
Dernonacies, and Britain too is weaker. 

Therefore we sincereiy would like to be proprly underst4 
both in France and in Britain as well. And is it not better for 
us instead of wasting our energies on preparing to fight each other 
to establish contacts in our activities and to find a right solution 
of the question of European security? 
In this connection I want to r e d l  chat the proposals made in 
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Geneva by the P r h  Minister of Frame, Monsieur Fa- and 
the Prime Minister of Britain, Mx. Eden, provide the grounds for 
negotiations aimed at saf-g security in Europe. 

Agreement on this question would fauiIitate the solution of 
other major problems, induding disarmament. 

It is well known that both at the Geneva conference and in the 
United Nations, the Soviet Union has put forth a number of con- 
crete propmab on the reduction of ;uplamenu, prohibition of 
atomic and hydrogen weapons and the establishment of interna- 
tional conml. Achievement of agreement an these questions was 
prevented by the ckmg in the position of the United States, 
which suddenly disavowed its former proposals when we agreed 
to accept them as a basis. 

Now the United States, in fact removing from the agenda the 
question of reducing armaments, puts to the foreground the only 
propal submitted by &&lent Eisenhower in Geneva-on the 
exchange of military information and unhindered aerial photog- 
raphy. 

We have already pointed out that the p q ~ s a l  on aeriaI 
photography doea not settle the substance of the matter. In oondi- 
tions when no reduction of armaments is actually envisaged and 
it is intended even to increase them, flights over the territories 
and aerial photography can only fan war p i o n s  and the war 
pychds. This is no longer control and not wen a semblance of 
control. This actually is a meam used for the p u r p e  of finding 
out more about the forces of another country. Is it not clear that 
information obtained in this way can be used for choosing the 
mat cunvenient mornent for sudden attack upon it? The question 
arises: in what way does thip differ from what is known as military 
reconnaissance? In substance it does not differ in any way. 

Quite another matter-to make o realistic approach to the & 
armament problem: to reach agreement on levels and armaments, 
prohibition of atomic and hydrogen weapons, to establish a ra- 
tiond system, p i b k  already under the p e n t  conditiam, of 
international control at railway junctions, naval bases, d m m ,  
ek., which rnakesr i t  possible to prevent sudden attacks of one 
eounuy upon another. Such meas- are fully feasible and all 
peoples wouId welcome them. 

Some enemiesr of disarmament proceed from the erroneous 
assumption that they allegedly poses some kind d superiority 
in strength and hence it is of disadvantage for them to disarm. 



W e  have warned and warn now these advocates of the notorious 
"positions of strength" policy that they may gro%1y miscalculate 
in their gamble. 
We do not want to inrimidate anyone; still l es  do we want to 

boast about the military techniml achievements we have. But to 
cool the inflamed imagination of the more zealous proponents of 
the arms drive we have to recall the results of the recent tests of 
the latest Soviet hydrogen bomb. 

The power d this weapon, as aiready announced, is equivalent 
to the power of dany million tons of usual explosives and it mn 
be increased substantially. We as hitherto stand for prohibition of 
the manufacture, tests and use of all types of atomic and hydrogen 
weapons. But those who ate opptwed to this ought not forget the 
results of the aforesaid tests. 

Of great significance also is the question of developing East- 
West contacts which was examined in Geneva The Soviet Union 
in d d  promotes these contacts. Wishing to ease international 
tension and to establish business-like contacts with various foreign 
leaders, we, for example, have not denied, and do not deny now, 
visas to foreigners who want to come to the Soviet Union and 
study its life. Many American Senators and Congmsmen have 
been to our country this year. We willingIy received them and 
spoke with them. - 
In the Soviet Union there freely travelIed many mespondencs 

of reactionary Amerian newspapers who specialized in concocting 
the most absurd anti-Soviet articles. We knew about this and 
nevertheless permitted them to come to the Soviet Union although 
it was known that such journalists were coming to us in order 
to continue writing in the cold war spirit. 

But the United States authorities have m far aIlowed to come 
to America only a small agricultural delegation, a delegation of 
builders and one group of Soviet journalists who, by the way, had 
to wait for visas for nine months. Children have been born to 
some of them during this time. 

We want to extend contacts of Soviet people with the most 
diverse circles in the United States and othei- countries. We want 
the consolidation of mutual friendship but not the interference 
oE other countries in the domestic affairs of the Soviet Union, as 
proposed by some in Geneva. Of course, we will never agree to that. 

It must be mentioned in passing that some Western statesmen 
display a strange understanding of the Geneva spirit of late, to 



say the least. They want the Soviet Union to disarm its army 
unilaterally, they want us also to d i m  morally, spiritually and 
ideohgimll y. 

Talk on this subject is nothing new and it has beea going on 
for more than one year, dthough life has on many occasio~ 
already taught bitter lessons to those who sought to impose such 
t m s  on the Soviet Union. 

I will betray no semt if I say that such an unrealistic policy 
with regards to the Soviet Union is advocated moat zealously in 
the United States, with the role of a sort uf theoretician of thh 
policy having been assumed by the present American S e a e W  
of State, Mr. DuUes. 

It is he who for a long period has been activeIy preaching the 
notorious ideas of "repuIsing," "massed retaliatory blow" and 
similar absurd things. 
Not wishing evidently to reckon with reality, certain United 

States circles in the present conditions too, after the Geneva Four 
Power HeadssCGovernment Conference, try to speak the language 
of the "pmitions-uf-str~h" policy which failed long ago. Thence 
comes all the talk that, don't you see, "pressure on the Soviet 
Union must be cantinued," "the reds must be forced to retreat!' 
In this connection particular mention should be made of the 

position taken now by certain prominent leaders of the United 
States, including President Eisenhower who, as is lutown, spoke 
no little in Geneva about the need to ease international tension. 

I have in mind specifically the so-called "Christmas messages" 
of President Eisenhower, State Serrretaty Dulles and other impor- 
tant American leaders to the peoples in the countria of People's 
Demcaacy, messages which in no way tally with the spirit of 
Geneva and are nothing else but rude interference in the domestic 
aEairs a£ free and sovereign states which are members of the 
United Nations. 

In their "Christmas rnessdges" American leaders declared that 
they "are praying" for a change in the system existing in thase 
countries and they openly promise the "support" oE the United 
States in this matter. 

Is this evidence of a desire for conciliation, of a striving to 
trengthen and spread the spirit of Geneva? 
No, this has the opposite effect, this leads to the fanning of 

passions and, consequently, w a new arms drive, to a greater war 
danger. 
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I would not like to speak about all this, and particularly about 
Mr. Eisenhower whom I especially respect. It may be said that 
Khrushchev, speaking about these questions, wants to abolish the 
Geneva spirit. But I am not putting forth these questions myself 
but merely reply to thw who, violating the Genwa spirit, openly 
interfere in the domestic affairs of our allies and friends-the 
People's Democracies. 

As long as we talk about the "Christmas masages" which have 
taken on such a strikingly arpressed political character, we can 
understand the authors of these messages They represent quite 
substantial firms. Let us rake such a venerable representative of 
this group as Mr. Hamiman. He is known to have many millions. 
Others tca have no little capital, more or less, God knows, we have 
not counted their money. But if they have fewer millions than 
Harriman they certainly want to have more than Harrirnan has 
which means that it is concern not for human souls but for one's 
own money bag. 

When the authors of "Chrisunas messages" stump for a change 
of the system in the People's Democraci~ they stump for Bata, 
the Radzivils, the Potockis, for Bratianus and the other big capi- 
talists and landed magnates who were kicked out by the working 
folk of the People's Democracies horn those countries. But the 
peoples of those countries must not be identified with the Batas, 
Radzivils, Potmkis, Bratianus and their ilk. 

The Arneria authors of the far from religious "Christmas 
messages'' have the dosest possible ties with the capitalists expelled 
from the People's Demmacies, or the capitalists that have fled 
from these countries. Desirous to change the order of things in 
the People's Democracies, these American mouthpieces want to 
restore the capitalist system in thae  countries, to return the plants 
and factories to the capitalists, and the land to the big landowners. 

Mr. Harriman wants not only the capitalists to return to these 
countries, but, obviously, he himself wishes to boss the Hungarian 
economy as he did i t  prior to the establishment of people's 
demomatic rule in that country. 

But there is no return to the past. No "Christmas messages" 
will help the landowners, the capitalists, the bankers, big businm- 
men, or the other exploiters who were expelled by the working 
people of the People's Dexnoaaues from their countries. 
W e  can refer to our own experienm. When the peoples of our 

country overthrew the =pitalist regime and set up the fmt 



workers and peasants state in the world, &ere were no little 
aumber of people advocating the old, capitalist way of life, both 
in the country and abroad, which pmyed for the r~toration of 
the old capitalist order of things in Russia. 

Abroad there were people who prayed diligently for the 
Milyukow, Tereshchenkm, Yuzovs, Ryabushinskys, and orher 
representatives of big capita, for the restoration of the power 
of the capitalists and landowners, But what m e  out of it? All 
the attempts of international imperialism to mmre the caphdiat 
d e r  of things in our country suffed fiasco. Led by its tried and 
mted leader, the Communist Party, the Sovier people defeated 
all thm who tried to reestabIish the capitalist regime in Russia 
by force of arms or by various other ways. 

The peoples of our country confidendy and finnly marched 
along the road of s d a h t  deveIopment and were the first in the 
world to build a &Iht society* thereby implementing the age-old 
dream of the working people of the world. They have created a 
mighty socialist Zndwtry whose development is characterized 
already by the following data: in 1955 the Soviet Union's 
produnion exceeded the lwel production oE 1913 twentyiPmen 
times, and the production of tbe means of production inaeaxd 
60 times, the generation of electric power 86 times and the output 
of the machinebuilding industry more than 160 times. The 
@cuIture of our country is growing and developing. 

Whereas prior to the Revolution 76 per Gent of Russia's popu- 
lation was illiterate, our country succeeded in wiping out illiteracy 
even prior to World War IT. 
In the current year there are almost 85,000,oao pupils on the 

regism af our secondary and technical schook One d l i o n  eight 
hundred and sixty-five thousand students attend the higher educa- 
tional establishments of the munuy. The Soviet Union trslins 
much more specialists than Britain, France, Italy and the other 
apitalist counhies of Western Europe taken together. 
No wonder that such an active opponent of communism as Mr. 

Churchill who not only prayed for the restoration of the capitalist 
way of things in our country, bur tried to reestablish them in 
R h a  by force of arms, now has to admit that as to the training 
d specialists the Soviet Union has left the capitall muntries far 
behind. This irritates Mr. Churchill, but gladdens w r  hearts. 

The remarkabIe results of our muntry's developments are an 
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inspiring example for the working people of the People's Dem- 
macies, and the peoples of the other countries, 
'The peoples of all the world, the colonial and the dependent 

countries included, are coming out more and more resolutely 
against the exploitation of man by man, against the oppression of 
some countries by the others. 

In this we cannot but m the expression of the p a t  power of 
the Marxist-Leninist teaching which penetrates into the amscience 
of milfions and millions of people in a11 parts of the world. The 
future below to this teaching. 

The working people of the People's Demoaacies who have 
learned on their own experience that only the overthrow of the 
capitalist p e r ,  its transition into the hands of the people leads 
to real freedom, will reply to all the machinations of their a- 
wishers by still greater cohesion around the Communist Parties, 
Workers Parties and the Labor Parties. 

No matter how the capitalists rave, they will not be able to 
undermine the socialist amp. We will continue advancing dong 
the road charted out by the great Lenin, we will advance hand 
in hand, sweeping away everything in our countries which h a m p  
the onward movement towards the buiIding of communist society. 

The more farsighted and sober-minded politiaans of Britain, 
the United States of Ameria and France understand that the 
p i t ions  held by certain circles in the Western cauntries af late 
contradicts the "Geneva spiri!." 

For example, I will refer to the recent statement by Lord Chorly, 
who agreed that the Western powers bear a great responsibility 
for the u n s u ~ f u l  outcome of the Geneva Foreign Ministers 
Conference. 

ChorIy said that, in his opinion, the theory that the Western 
powers held the monopoly on reason, stands no &ti& . . . I 
must note, in passing, that we do not argue this. He said that, 
actualfy, they pursue a policy which, in his opinion, is nearly an 
obsolete "policy of strength". On the other hand, he thinks, that 
the Soviet Union has made several considerable concessions and 
has pursued a more pliable policy resulting in considerable 
achievements. 

One cannot but agree with this assessment. 
Attempting to lay the blame at somebody e k ' s  door and to 

accuse us of violating the "Geneva spirit", certain bourgeois 
journalists refer to my statements and the statements of our other 



mumat and politid leaders. They lament that in our state- 
ments, we say tbat the teaching of Marxism-Leninism will triumph. 
But is &is a v50htion of the 'Geneva spirit"? 

Yes, we said, and we say that the peaceful competition of the 
two economic systems will lead to the victory of the socialist 
system, which is mmt admeed, m v e ,  and whi& is based 
on the only cmect M d - L e n i n i s t  teaching. 

We are never smpised and we do not protest when the ideolo- 
gists of the capitakt worId, that is, of the oppoging system, declare r that mpitdhm will emerge vicoorioug. We consider tbis argument 
to be natural, and we think that only history will decide it. 

If certain people think that our mnEiden0e in the victory of 
sdalism, in the teaching of Marxism-Leninism, to be a violation 
of the "Geneva spirit," they, obviously, have an incorrect notion 

' of the "Geneva spirit." They should remember once and for all 
that we have never denounced and we will nwex denoune the 
ideas of atruggIe for the victory of communism. They will never 
attain our i d e o l e c d  disarmament1 

Our wnviction in the final victory of communism is not to the 
liking of proponents of capitalism, and this does not surprise or 
worry us. We say: in this competition, in this struggle we will 
never start an aggmsive war, we will constantly fqht againat the 
armaments drive, for dkmmment, for strengthening peace, for 
peaceful mexistam. 

Thus, the fam show beyond all doubt that it is not the Soviet 
Union, but its Geneva Conferem partners who are betraying the 
spirit of Geneva. 

Let us take some more examples. Kt was even kfore the ink 
with which our Joint Statement on the results of the Geneva 
Conferenm was signed, had dried, that our partners to the Con- 
fereae began invoIving more countries into the aggressive 

. Baghdad pact-they dragged Iran into it and are forcing other 
, countries to f d o w  suit. 

At the opening meeting of this session of the Supreme Soviet, 

I 
we listened attentively to the statement by Mr. Mohammed S a d ,  
the leader of the padiamentaxy delegation of Iran, who said that 
the Iranian people wanted peace and friendship with the Soviet 
Union. 
We welcome th is Btatement, but we cannot aUow ourselves to 

say nothing of the fact that in spite of all the ehrts  the Soviet 
Union made for ensuring friendly relations with Iran, the Govern- 
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rnent of that country joined the Elaghdad military pact, thus 
offwing Iran's territory at the disposal of aggressive form, plotting 
attacks on the Soviet Union. 

This is true not only of Iran, but of Turkey as well. l t  is a 
matter of record that when Kernal Ataturk and Ismet Inonu held 
the reins of power in Turkey, our relations with that country were 
very good, but these have been clouded later on. We cannot say 
that this happened through Turkey's fault alone, we, too, made 
some improper declarations which clouded those relations. 

But, subsequently. we took steps to retrieve the situation and 
to restore friendly relations wit11 that country. These have not 
been reciprocated, however, by Turkish statesmen, unfortunately . 

American generab and admirals are mvelling to Turkey and 
making bellicose speeches and parading their forces through visits 
of naval squadrons. 

The governments of Iran and Turkey can hardly be said to 
act wisely in casting their lot in with the aggressive Baghdad pact 
and refusing to establish good neighborly friendly relations with 
the Soviet Union. 

Pakistan which is also a party to the Baghdad pact, hap found 
itself in a similar position in relation to its neighbors. I t  is indeed 
a fact that Pakistan's relations with India as well as with Afghan- 
istan and the Soviet Union leave much to be desired. 

One cannot. fo r  instanm. €ail to pay attention to the fact that 
American Admiral Radford visited Pakistan and, subsequently. 
Iran quite a short while ago. I t  is evidently the purposes entirely 
different from those of promoting economic and cultural contacts 
that he had in mind, when he went to those countries. 

The visit of the American admiral: confirms the earlier fears 
that Pakistan and Iran were being inmeasiagly involved into 
gambling machinations by the sponsors of aggressive blm,  con- 
trary to W i r  national interests. One need not doubt that should 
Pakistan take up a stand as indepndent as that of India, for 
instance, this would create conditions for the establishment of 
friendly relations between Pakistan and the neighboring countries. 

Wc feel sure that it will be realized in Pakistan into what an 
inenviable situation that country had landed and proper mndu- 
sions will be made. On our part we are willing to meet Pakistan 
halfway in establishing friendly relations with us, A few words 
should be said, in connection with the Baghdad pact, about the 
situation in the countries of the Near and Middle East. The 



spomors of the Baghdad pact are known to be moving heaven anand 
earth to inveigle ?he Arab nations into this aggressive bloc. But 
they are coming up against the mounting resistance of the peoples 
d &we nations. Soviet public opinion has been and is following 
sympathetically, for instance, the course 01 the valiant struggle 
of the people of Jordan against the attempts at forcing their 
country to join tbe Baghdad pact. 
We understand the yearnings of the peoples of the Arab nations 

who are fighting for their full libemtoin from foreign dependence. 1 One cannot, at the same time, fail to recognize as mndemnable 
the acts of the state of Israel which, ever since it m e  into being, 
has been threatening its neighbors and pursuing a policy hostile 
to them. 

I t  stands to reason that such a policy does not conform to the 
national interests of the state of Israel and that it  is the imperialist 
powers, we11 known to all, that stand behind those who are 
carrying out this policy. They are seeking to use Israel as their 
instrument against the Arab peoples with an eye on ruthless 
exploitation of the natural wealth of that area. 

At a time when the Western powers are carrying on the policy 
of a r m  race and knocking together aggressive b l w ,  the Soviet 
Union is pursuing consistently and firmly its peace-lwing foreign 
policy and strengthening €rien&hip with all peoples who desire 
it for the sake of promoting peace and senuity. 
In the course of this year alone, the Soviet Union has reduced 

iu armed forces by 640,000 men, relinquished its military base 
in Finland, PorkMa Udd, and withdrawn its forces hum Port 
Arthur before the agreed rime limit. The Soviet Unian has con- 
cluded a State Treaty with Austria, which adopted the course of 
permanent neutrality. and withdrew its forces from her territory, 
established diplomatic reIations with the German Federal Repub- 
lic and took a whole series of no less effective steps for the consol- 
idation of peace. 

The Soviet Unian has re-estabt ished friendly rela tiom with 
Yugoslavia with whom our relations were abnormal and strained 
for a long time. We shall continue to develap our good-neighborly, 
friendly relations with Y ugosIavia and expand the Soviet Union's 
economic and cultural contacts with Yugoslavia. 
Prominent among these steps has been our trip to India, B u m  

and Afghanistan and the agreements achieved between the Soviet 
Union and those countries, 



As this Session of che Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. considered 
the State Budget for 1956, we voted unanimously for reduction 
of nearly 1 o . m  million rubles in defense appropriations, corn- 
pared with last year. 

At the same time the United States Secretary of Defense W i b n  
announced the other day that the expenditures far the mainte- 
nance of the United States anned forces will rise by mother 1,- 

million doUm in the next f i s d  year, to reach the huge sum of 
35,500 million dollars. Wilson failed to mention that sums by no 
means amall. are envisaged in the budget for other military expend- 
itures over and above this figwe, such as, for instance, for the 
manufacture of atomic weapons, the stockpiling of strategic raw 
materials and military "aid" to foreign countries. 

It comes out that whereas we have taken pratcicd step towards 
easing internationd tension we do not see anything of the sort 
on the part of the other side, that is on the part of themWestem 
powers. Quite the reverse, the United Stata of America is inaeas- 
ing rn appropriations and the leading officials of that country 
are extending aggressive pacts and some of them making bellicose 
dedarations by no means aimed at solidifying the "spirit of 
Geneva." 

Who is, then, promoting the "spirit of Geneva" and who is 
undermining it? 

The question with which I should like to wind up is the one 
of the continued existence of the Information Bureau of the 
Communist and Workers' Parties which is called Corninform in 
the Wat. 

There is, properly speaking, no reason at all for raising this 
question, however. But foreign journalists often asked us in India: 

"Why could not you abolish the Cominfom? Why not put an 
end to the activities of the Communist Parties in other countrid" 

This is the sort of questions we were asked by other people who 
talked to us as well. 
In our turn we told those men: 
'Why are you not offering to disband the Socialist International? 

Why are you not oEering to abolish the different international 
capitalist assoaations?" 

They had nothing to reply to this. 
The opponents of communism, naturally, do not Like the Cornin- 

form. But scientific communism had been in existence as a doctrine 
for about a hundred years before the Information Bureau of the 
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Communist and Workera* Parties was founded. (boperation within 
the framework of the Caninform is the business of the Communist 
md Workers' Parties which stand on the pitions of Marxism- 
Leninism and propagate a definite order of soda1 structure. The 
Communist Parties repment the working dm, voice and defend 
its interests, the vital i n m a  of the masses of the people. 

The Cominfonn is not the onIy thing the enemies of ~rmmu- 
nism dislike. They dislike much more the immutable fact that the 
all-conquering teaching of communism is winning more and more a people in dl countries under its banner with every year. 

The Soviet peopIe remember that the Social Revalutionaries, 
the Mensheviks and other working clw enemies used to say at 
their time that they were in favor of Swiet  rule but onIy without 
the Bolshevik 

Those parties hoped to mislead the people with such shgans, to 
detach them from their leader, the Communist Party, founded by 
the great tenin. They knew that the form of government couM be 

I 
&aged but that it was impossible to change the Communist 
Party. It cannot be forced to give up che defense of the interests 
of the working dass, the mtexests of the people, bemuse the 
Communist Party is the uzle leader of the working dass and the 
laboring peasantry, the leader of the people and the exponent of 
their vita i n m t s .  

Following the example of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union, the Communist Parties of all wunbies are amiating all 
their activities inseverably with the vital interests of the working 
class, with the interests of the people. This is just what is against 
the p i n  of those who would like to oppress the people forever. 
They dislike international solidarity of the working class and 
thq, naturally, want tbe Corninform to pass out of existence. 
Bur chat is something that does not depend on them1 

, These are, perhaps, all the questions which I beIieve 2md to be 
dealt with at some length. 

Before dosing my statement. I should like to expregrl the con- 
fidence that the Supreme Soviet will approve the results of our 
trip to India, B u m  and Afghanistan, as i t  s m e s  the cause of 
strengthening friendship and cooperation of the peoples of the 
Soviet Union with those of India, Burma and AEghanistan. And 
fiendship of the peoples of the world is a powerful wehpring 
of the strength of the peoples barring the road to a new war. 

Permit me, Comrade Deputies, to express horn this high rostrum C 59 



once more our wholehearted gratitude to the great Indian peopIe, 
the Government of the Republic of India and to Prime Minister 
Mr. Nehru personally, to the friendly people of the Union of 
Buxma, their Government and personally to Prime Minister of 
Burma U Nu, to the friendly people of Afghanistan, their Cov- 
ernment and persondly to Prime Minister Mr. Mohammed Daoud. 
We are deeply grateful for the hospitality, consideration and 

love manifested by millions of people in those countries far the 
Soviet Union, for our great people during our tour of India, 
Burma and Afghanistan. We thank with all our hearts the states- 
men and the public Cigures whom we happened to meet, Govern- 
mcnr officials of the states and provinces where we travelled, meet- 
ing most cordial and warmest reception everywhere. 

Long live the great friendship of all the peoples of the world1 
Long live rhe Soviet people, the mighty and intrepid champions 

of peacel 
tong live the great friendship of a11 the peoples of the world! 

the inspiring and organizing force behind all the victories of the 
Soviet Union! 



I 
U.S.S.R SUPREME SOVIET DECISION ON RESULTS 
OF VISIT OF COMRADE N. A. BULGANIN, CHAIR- 
MAN OF U.S.S.R COUNCIL OF MINISTERS, AND 
COMRADE N. S. KHRUSHCHEV, MEMBER OF 
U.S.S.R SUPREME SOVIET PRESIDIUM, TO INDIA, 

BURMA AND AFGHANISTAN 

I Having heard and discussed the acmunts of Comrade N. A. 
Bufganin, Chairman of the U.S.S.R. Council of Ministers, and 
Comrade N. S. Kbrushchev, M m b e r  of the Presidium of the 
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., of their visit to India, the Union 
of Burma and Afghanistan, the Supreme Swiet of the U.S.S.R. 
expresserr its full patisfaction with the results of this visit. 

The Supreme Soviet of the U3.S.R. notes that the friendship 

I 
visit the leading statesmen of the U.S.S.R. paid to these countries 
sweIled into a great political event promoting the strengthening 
of peace in Asia and the Far East, and alsa the further easing of 
rcnsion in international relations. 

The Supreme Soviet of the US.S.R. sees in the enthusiasm and 
warm feelings with which the Soviet leaders were welcomed in 
India, Burma and Afghanistan a manifestation of the deep esteem 
and friendship the peoples of these countries entertain for the 
poples of the Soviet Union, The ardent reception given the 
representatives of the Soviet people shows that om people's efforts 
in the fight for peace and our country's achievements are near 
and understandable to the peoples of India, Burma and Afghan- 
istan. 

t 
The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. notes that as the result of 

the visit of Comrades N. A. Bulganin and N. S. Khnrshchev, 
another great move was made in the consolidation of friendship 
and cooperation between the U.S.S.R. and Great India, Burma 
and Afghanistan in the fight for peace, for the end of the cold 
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war and for the further lessening of international tension. The 
community of the aims and aspirations of our states in the cardinal 
issue of international a H a h  that of the preservation and strength- 
ening of peace, has been confirmed once again. This community 
of views between the US.S.R., India, Burma and Afghanistan is 
not the outcome of transient -uses, but d the community of 
fundamental interests between these states, seeking peace and the 
security of the nations. 

The negotiations displayed full harmony of viav on key aspects 
of the relations between our countria and also on major inter- 
national problems: disarmament and the unqualified prohibition 
of atomic and hydrogen weapons, the satisfaction of the lawful 
rights of the Chinese People's Republic to the offshore islands 
and Taiwan, the restitution to the Chinese People's Republic of 
its legitimate seat in United Nations and the settlement of other 
outstanding issues of Asia and the Far East in conformity with 
h e  lawful rights of the peoples. 

The hannony attained on the question that peace can be secured 
exclusively chrough concerted eEor-ts on the part of states is of 
great importance, 

The relations between the Soviet Union and India, B u m  and 
Afghanistan are built on the principles of rec iprd respect for 
territorial integrity and sovereignty, non-aggression, non-interfer. 
ence into each other's internal affairs, equal rights and mutual 
advantage and peaceful coacistence among states regard- of 
their social systems. 

The Supreme Soviet notes with satisfaction that these principles 
are finding ever wider international recognition. They have madc 
the basis for the relations of the Chinese People's Republic with 
other countries, and are supported by the Bandung conference 
member-states as well as by a number of other states in Europe 
and Asia. The adoption of these principles in the relations 
between d l  states would be of immense importance for the estab- 
lishment of the appropriate confidence among states and the 
banishment of the threat of another war. 

Another important result of the visit of Comrades N. A. 
BuIganin and N. S, Khrwhchev to the Asian countries is also the 
agreements reached with these countries to extend trade, economic, 
cultural and other ties, based on the principle of equal rights 
and mutual advantage, without any commitments 01 a politiml 
or military nature attached. 



I 
The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. is confident that contacts 

and moperation betwen the Soviet Union, and India, Burma 
and Afghanistan in various spheres of state, economicp public and 
cultural activity will develop successfully, and that s ~ p s  will be 
taken to broaden the mutual acquaintance of the peoples with 
each other's life, achievements and culture, as well as the reciprocal 
exchange of experience, 

The mmunity of interests of the U.S.S.R., the Republic of 
India, the Unim of Burma and Afghanistan, as- well as of all 
other peace-loving stam, in the maintenance of peace and national 
indepmdence of the peoples creates the conditions necessary for 
the development of a firm and lasting friendship between these 
countries, for the consolidation of moperation among them far 
the good of their peoples, add in the interests of universal peace- 

The visit of Comrades N. A. Bulganin and N. S. IChruhchev 

I 
to India, Burma and Alghanistan met with an enormaus favorable 
response among the peoples of many, particularly colonial and 
dependent, countries, and was hailed by all sincerely interested 
in removing the war danger and in securing 6rm and Iasting peace. 

The Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republici 
maintains that the visit of Comrade N. A Bulganin, Chairman 
of the U.S.S.R. Council of Ministers, and Comrade N. S Khrush- 
chw, Member of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the 
U.S.S.R., demonstrated the great significance of v n a l  contacts 
between statesmen for mutual understanding, the establishment 
of confidence among states and the development of international 
-peration. This visit will serve to weaken the forces of the 
war supporters and strengthen world peace. 

The Supreme Soviet of the U.SS.R. hereby resolves: 
To a+prove the activities of Comra& N. A. Bulganin, Chairman 

of the U.S.S.R. Council of Ministers, and CommL N. S. Khrwh- 
chev, Member - of the Presidium of the Su$re.eme Swiea of the 
U.SS.R., duritag their visit to the Republic of India, the Union 
af Burma and Afghanistan, as wholly according the Souiet Union's 
foreign policy of peace, and as promoting the strengthening of 
pace, friendship and co-opera tion among the notions. 

THE KflEMm. M ~ O W  

December 29, 1955. 
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